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Programming the Victimization Survey
Using Ci3 Survey Authoring Software

Software

The Justice Center programmed the victimization survey using Sawtooth Technologies’ Ci3 Software. Ci3 for Windows is a questionnaire authoring software program with some survey administration capabilities. Sawtooth’s WinCati program provides the typical computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) capabilities including disposition reporting and callback management. The programming contained within this syntax guide assumes that researchers are using Ci3 software for questionnaire authoring and WinCati for survey administration.1

Important Notes

1. The survey uses a 12-month reference period. Respondents are asked about incidents occurring during the 12-month period preceding the survey.
2. The survey is constructed to allow a maximum of 10 incidents. No provisions are made for respondents reporting more than 10 incidents during the reference period. However, series of incidents (defined within the programming and based on National Crime Victimization Survey definitions) count as a single victimization. In other words, respondents reporting 6 or more incidents that are similar in detail and indistinguishable from one another will be asked incident report questions for a single incident rather than 6 separate incident reports.
3. The survey is designed so that a single respondent (age 18 or older) is interviewed from each household. As programmed, the survey does not allow interviewers to interview more than once member of each household dialed.

Commands

The victimization survey was developed using Ci3 software; all commands are derived from software user’s manuals. Each question is comprised of four sections—question name, question

1 Ci3 and WinCati are products of Sawtooth Technologies. The survey was developed by the Justice Center using Sawtooth Technologies’ software platforms. Sawtooth Technologies is not responsible for the creation of the victimization survey. All opinions expressed in this report are those of the Justice Center and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Sawtooth Technologies. Similarly, the programming is a product of the Justice Center. Sawtooth Technologies is in no way responsible for the programming, including errors and omissions within the syntax if any exist.
text, instructions, and help instructions (help instructions are required). The following example depicts a complete question syntax containing all four question elements:

Q: B10
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
B10

"Where did this incident happen?"

Interviewer: Press F1 for subcategories

1 In respondent's home or lodging
2 Near respondent's own home
3 At, in, or near a friend's/relative's/neighbor's home
4 Commercial places
5 Parking lots/garages
6 School
7 Open areas, on street or public transportation
8 Other (specify)
9 Don't know
10 Refused

I:
Loc 9 10 1 n
Box 5 3 7 70 D
Other 8 7 9 24 70 Mixed
Sel 10 1 1 0 on enter

If (answer = 1) skipto B10a
If (answer = 2) skipto B10b
If (answer = 3) skipto B10c
If (answer = 4) skipto B10d
If (answer = 5) skipto B10e
If (answer = 6) skipto B10f
If (answer = 7) skipto B10g
If (answer = 8) skipto B17c
If (answer=9) skipto B17c
If (answer=10) skipto B17c

H:
1. OWN HOME- In own dwelling, attached garage, enclosed porch, detached building on own property (e.g., shed, garage), vacation/second home, hotel/motel room respondent was staying in (including attempted illegal entry)
2. NEAR HOME- Own yard, sidewalk, driveway, carport, unenclosed porch; apartment hall, storage area, laundry room, street immediately adjacent to own home (not apt. parking lot/garage)
3. OTHER'S HOME- At or in home/other building on property, yard, sidewalk, carport, apt. hall, storage area, laundry room, street immediately adjacent to home (not apt. parking lot/garage)
4. COMMERCIAL- in restaurant, bar, nightclub, store, gas station, or other commercial establishment; in office, factory, etc.
5. PARKING LOT/GARAGES- Commercial or non-commercial lot/garage, apartment/townhouse lot/garage
6. SCHOOL- Inside school building or on school property (bus, playground, parking area)
7. OPEN AREAS- In apt. yard, park, field, playground (not school), on the street (not adjacent to own or other's home), on public transportation or in station
8. OTHER
9. DON'T KNOW
10 REFUSED

ENDHELP
This type of programming underlies all crime victimization survey questions developed using Ci3 software. Figure 1 depicts the display of the above programming code as it would appear in WinCati software (note: the question number in the upper-right corner would not be visible.

The following sections briefly describe each of the four primary components of each question’s programming—question name, question text, instructions, help. Users may make the programming more or less complex depending upon their particular needs. However, the descriptions that follow are applicable to the crime victimization survey as programmed in this project. Users are encouraged to consult Ci3 or WinCati software manuals for more information.

Figure 1: Example of a Display Screen Using Sawtooth Technologies’ Software
Each question must begin with the question name command. The question text is visible in the syntax only. The question from the Q: command will not be visible in the actual question display (Figure 1 displays the question name by using the T: command described below). The Q: command must adhere to the following format:

Q: [Question Name]

In the question above, the syntax reads: Q: B10

In this case, the question name is B10. The Ci3 program requires that all question names begin with a letter.

A system of naming conventions were adopted and used throughout the victimization survey. Given the requirement that all question names begin with a letter, the letter prefix associated with each question name holds some meaning. These conventions are as follows:

1. **SYS**. The SYS prefix (short for system variable) is not visible in the actual survey programming nor is any question beginning with SYS ever presented during interviewing. However, SYS variables are part of the SPSS file exportable by the Ci3 program. These system files include respondent ID numbers, interview length, and other variables produced by the system. A complete list of these variables is available in the accompanying codebook.

2. **SCRN**. The SCRN prefix (short for screen) is used for a number of questions at the beginning of the survey. These questions establish whether or not the number dialed is a residential telephone number and whether or not an adult resides in the household. For more information on SCRN questions, see the discussion of qualifying below.

3. **V**. The V prefix is used for questions about basic household characteristics, respondent demographics, crime screen questions, and other questions not part of any incident.

4. **CP**. Questions with the CP prefix are part of the community policing questionnaire developed by the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services. They are included near the end of the programming and will be asked toward the end of the survey.

5. **A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J**. The prefixes A through J are used to signify incident reports. The survey was constructed to allow up to 10 victimizations to be recorded. The first incident report will begin with the A prefix, the second with the B prefix, and each subsequent incident will be
lettered consecutively. Each of the incident reports is exactly the same except for the prefix. Respondents will be asked victimization questions equal to the number of incidents recorded. Consequently, interviewers might never see any questions beginning with D or beyond if no respondents report more than three victimizations. In the above example (Question B10), the question is drawn from the second victimization report (indicated by the B prefix).

**Question Text**

Whereas the question name section begins with Q:, the question text section begins with T:. The question text format begins with the T: command and continues until an I: command (discussed below) is entered. This section specifies how and where the question is to be displayed and the precise text to be displayed.

The question text command conforms to the following format:

```
T: Line Column Spacing F: "Font Name" Points
```

Thus, in the question B10 example,

```
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
```

the question text will be displayed beginning on line 1, column 4. Figure 1 shows that the question text is not flush with the left margin but, rather, is indented to column 4. This indentation is the result of the 4 in the T: command. The second 1 in the T: command instructs the software to single space text while the “Arial” 8 directs it to present text in an 8-point Arial font. Most questions in the victimization survey follow a similar format although some modifications were made when additional space was needed.

After establishing the question text parameters, actual question text can be entered. The actual text can be entered immediately below the T: line in the syntax. This line is considered line 1 and the left most column is considered column 4 based on the parameters established on the T: line.

Question text is limited to 79 columns (spaces) per line over a maximum of 25 lines per screen. Within this space, questions, answer choices, interviewer instructions, and other comments should be specified.

In the victimization survey, the first line following the T: command is the question name. A decision was made to include the question name in question text because the name is not displayed otherwise. The only exception to this rule is for incident report questions A103a, B103a ... J103a where space limitations prohibited including the question name.
In the above example, the question, “where did this incident happen?” appears three lines below the T: command. Figure 1 shows that the question is visible on line 3 (remember, the T: command directed the software to consider the first line following the command as line 1). An instruction directing the interviewer to press F1 appears several lines below the question. Finally, the answer choices are listed. Notice that the answer choices are indented several lines. Although it appears in the syntax as if the answers are only indented approximately 3 spaces, Figure 1 shows that the answers are actually indented about 7 spaces (remember, they are manually indented 3 spaces in the syntax area plus an indentation of 4 spaces instructed by the T: command).

**Instructions**

The question text continues until an I: command is encountered. The instruction area includes a diverse array of commands including skip patterns, question types, show commands, boxes, etc. The most common commands used in the victimization survey are presented below. Once again, consult the software manual for more detailed information.

The instruction section begins on the line immediately following the question text. It should begin with I: followed by a hard return. Commands are placed on lines below the I: command.

1. **BOX.** In the victimization survey, the BOX command is used to frame instructions to the interviewer. The command draws a double lined box around any question text you choose. Consider the following example:

   Box 5 3 7 70 D

   This command places a double-line box around question text starting at line 5, column 3 and ending at line 7 column 70. The ‘D’ simply instructs the software to use a double-lined border. In the syntax for question B10, line 5 is the line immediately above the note to the interviewer while line 7 is the line immediately below the note to the interviewer. Since the T: command directs the question to be displayed beginning on column 4, the BOX command starts the double-lined box on column 3 and continues the box across to line 70.

   The double-line box is evident around interviewer instructions in Figure 1. Throughout the survey, the double-line box is used to present instructions for the interviewer.

2. **LOC.** The location command is used in questions were choices are presented to the interviewer. The command specifies where answer choices begin, the number of answer choices per column,
and the number of lines per answer. The LOC command is always used along with the SEL command (discussed below). The following is a typical LOC command:

\[ \text{Loc 9 10 1 n} \]

The answer choices for this question begin on line 9 of the question text section. There are 10 answer choices per column (the victimization survey only displays answers in a single column so this value is always equal to the total number of answer choices). Each answer choice is on a single line. Finally, the ‘n’ instructs the software to display the answers in numerical order.

3. **SEL.** Used in conjunction with the LOC command, the SEL command specifies the number of answer choices available and the number that can be selected. The following is an example of a SEL command used in the victimization survey programming:

\[ \text{Sel 10 1 1 0 on enter} \]

For this question, there are 10 answer choices. Only 1 answer choice can be selected (the first 1 specifies the minimum number of answers that may be selected while the second 1 specifies the maximum number of answers that may be selected). There are 0 exit codes for this question. The ‘on’ instructs the highlighted bar should drop to the next answer choice if one is selected. Finally, the ‘enter’ command requires the interviewer to press ENTER before the software will proceed to the next question.

4. **NUM.** The NUM specifies a question type. Whereas the LOC and SEL commands together produce a question containing a list of answers from which the interviewer selects one or more depending upon the instructions. The NUM command produces a question requiring interviewers to key in some numeric value. The NUM command is never used with the LOC or SEL commands. The NUM command is used throughout the survey in questions such related to zip code, number of days missed from work, dollar amount of vandalism damage, and so on. The following is an example of a NUM command:

\[ \text{NUM 0 9999999 8 0 12 25} \]

This command, taken from question A146, instructs the software to accept a interviewer-keyed value between 0 and 9999999. The visible width is 8 (when using the Arial font, the entire keyed value was not visible; thus, the width is always one digit more than the maximum value). There are 0 decimal places. Finally, the text is keyed in and displayed beginning on line 12, column 25.
5. **OPN.** The OPN command specifies a third question type used throughout the survey. The command provides space for open-ended responses. The OPN command is never used in the same question as the SEL, LOC, or NUM commands. Each victimization loop (prefixes A through J) contains four open-ended questions (#8a, #159a, #160a, #Rev where # is replaced by the appropriate question prefix). The OPN command looks as follows:

```
Opn 11 6 24 70 Mixed
```

In this example, open-ended responses are typed in space beginning on line 11, column 6 and ending on line 24, column 70. The ‘mixed’ element of the command instructs the software to accept and display open-ended responses as both upper and lower-case text.

Questions containing the OPN command are unable to be exported in an SPSS format. Instead, they are exported the Ci3 software program as part of a separate text file.

6. **OTHER.** The OTHER command is used in conjunction with the LOC and SEL command and must be placed below the LOC command and above the SEL command. The OTHER command is used throughout the survey in questions directing the interviewer to specify. For example, question B10 asks respondents to indicate where the incident occurred. The question instructions use the LOC and SEL commands to specify that there are 10 possible answer choices to the question from which the interviewer must mark 1. Answer choice 8 (Other) and instructs the interviewer to specify the ‘other’. The OTHER command would present a text box to specify whenever answer choice 8 is selected. For example:

```
Other 8 7 9 24 70 Mixed
```

This OTHER command instructs the software to present a text-box if answer choice 8 is selected. The box would begin on line 7, column 9 and end on line 24, column 70. Once again, the ‘mixed’ allows both upper- and lower-case characters to be entered and displayed.

Although a text-box is presented, a numeric answer is still recorded. In the example above, the SPSS file would still show that answer choice 8 was selected. However, the text entered in the text-box would not be included in the SPSS file. Instead, it would be included in a separate text file exported by Ci3.

7. **IF.** IF statements are used throughout the crime victimization survey. In fact, many of the IF instructions become very complex (e.g., question A102). Consider the following instruction:
If (answer = 1) skipto B10a

The ‘ans’ or ‘answer’ in the parentheses refers to the answer to the question containing the ‘ans’ command. Thus, if answer choice 1 in question B10 is selected, the software will skip to question B10a. As evident throughout the survey programming, multiple IF commands are used in many questions. Each begins on its own line in the instruction section.

8. SHOW. The SHOW command displays variable text or text based on previous answers. For example:

    If (sysmonth=1) show "January," 6 12 8
    If (sysmonth=2) show "February," 6 12 8
    If (sysmonth=3) show "March," 6 12 8
    If (sysmonth=4) show "April," 6 12 8
    If (sysmonth=5) show "May," 6 12 8
    If (sysmonth=6) show "June," 6 12 8
    If (sysmonth=7) show "July," 6 12 8
    If (sysmonth=8) show "August," 6 12 8
    If (sysmonth=9) show "September," 6 12 10
    If (sysmonth=10) show "October," 6 12 8
    If (sysmonth=11) show "November," 6 12 8
    If (sysmonth=12) show "December," 6 12 8
    curyr=(sysyear-1)
    Show curyr 6 25 4

This command is used to bound the survey. The question text asks respondents to think about the past year. The command above provides additional clarification by displaying the current month plus the current year minus 1. In other words, if the interview was taking place in March of 2002, the question text would ask respondents to think about incidents occurring over the last 12 months, that is since March 2001.

In this example, the SHOW command is used with the IF command. The ‘sysmonth’ element represents the computer system’s month. Thus, if sysmonth=1, January is displayed on line 6, column 12. The displayed text takes up 8 spaces (or columns). The command is repeated for each of the 12 months. Since ‘sysmont’ can only assume 1 of 12 values, only one month will be displayed in the question text.

At the bottom of this grouping of commands is the ‘curyr’ element. This command instructs the software to create a new temporary variable called ‘curyr’ equal to the ‘sysyear’ (the current year as established by the computer’s date) minus one year. Thus, it ‘sysyear’ equals 2002, ‘curyr’ equals 2001. Finally, the ‘curyr’ variable is displayed on line 6, column 25, with a width of 4 spaces.
9. **H.** The H: command delineates the instruction section from the help section. As used here, the help section provides interviewers with assistance on questions that span multiple screens. Ci3 software limits the number of lines of question text (including response categories) that can appear on a single computer screen. In most cases, the 25 lines of text allowed is sufficient but, in others, the limit imposes a severe restriction.

A solution was developed to overcome this limitation. To illustrate the solution, consider the National Crime Victimization Survey’s incident report question 10. The question asks, “where did this incident happen?” There are 23 possible answer choices to this question organized under eight broad headings. The 25-line restriction prohibits presenting the question on one screen since the question, spaces, and answer choices exceed the maximum limit.

Instead of presenting the responses on one screen, only the headings were presented. Thus, when asked where the incident occurred, the respondent would give an answer that had to be situated within one of the eight headings (in respondent’s home or lodging; near own home; at, in, or near a friend’s/relative’s/neighbor’s home; commercial places; parking lots/garages; school; open areas, on street or public transportation; other).

Depending upon the answer(s) provided, the interviewer would be taken to screens where detailed information could be provided. If the respondent indicated that the incident occurred near his/her own home, a question would appear prompting the interviewer to find out if the incident occurred in own dwelling, attached garage, etc.

However, the respondent might simply indicate in the initial question that the incident occurred in his/her garage. Since, in the initial question, only the broad headings are provided, the interviewer may be unsure which category to mark. If the wrong category is marked, the follow-up question will not contain an answer choice about a garage. The respondent is, however, able to press F1. Doing so displays more detail about each of the broad category headings. The interviewer will then be able to see which of the categories to mark in the initial questions.

The F1 help screen only appears on certain questions (each is clearly indicated in the question text). Moreover, a command must be assigned specifying the help command key. Such a command is indicated at the beginning of the survey syntax (HELP F1).
Qualifying Instructions

Qualifying instruction must be included in every survey in order to administer it using WinCati software. The qualifying instruction tells WinCati that the number dialed represents an eligible household. For the purposes of the victimization survey, two eligibility criteria were established for inclusion in the victimization study.

- The number dialed must be a residential telephone number (asked in question Scrn2). If a dialed number is not a residential telephone number, the interviewer is directed to question Scrn2a and instructed to read the non-qualifying statement. The survey is terminated at this point and no data are recorded.
- At least one individual in the household must be age 18 or older (asked in question Scrn3). If no household members are 18 or older, the interviewer is directed to question Scrn3a and is instructed to read the non-qualifying statement.

Both criteria are satisfied if the respondent’s answer to question Scrn3 (number of adults in household) is greater than 0. This may seem to satisfy the second criteria only while neglecting the first. However, calls to non-residential numbers would be terminated before ever reaching question Scrn3. Thus, it is safe to say that both eligibility criteria are met if the respondent indicates that there is at least one household member age 18 or older.

The eligibility criteria must be set in WinCati as well. To do so, follow these simple instructions:

1. From the study window, click ‘specs’ in the setup box.
2. Choose new, select, or edit depending upon whether specifications were previously established.
3. Click on the quotas tab.
4. Enter the target number of respondents in the total quota space.
5. In the regular cell box, type Scrn3. This tells WinCati that the qualifying instruction is in question Scrn3.
6. In the definition box, type Scrn3>0. This tell WinCati that a household qualifies for inclusion if the answer to Scrn3 (number of adults in household) is greater than 0.
7. Click Save.

It is important to note that non-qualifying respondents will not be included in any data set exported by WinCati or Ci3. Moreover, the interview will automatically terminate if it is determined that a household does not qualify and an appropriate disposition (no adults 18+ in household, Business/gov’t/other non-residential) will be assigned.
Disposition Codes

Disposition codes represent outcomes of each telephone dial (e.g., complete, no answer, refused). The researcher must assign disposition codes for each study. The exact codes used are entirely up to the individual researcher; however, the survey programming references three specific disposition codes.

- Question Scrn2a (non-residential telephone number statement) includes the dispos = 22 command. In the Justice Center study, 22 was the disposition code for business, government, or other non-residential number.
- Question Scrn3a (no adults in household statement) includes the dispos = 23 instruction. In the Justice Center study, 23 was the disposition code for no adults 18 or older.
- Question CPEnd (end of survey statement) includes the dispos = 1 instruction. In the Justice Center study, 1 was the disposition code for completed interviews.

It is important to note that any disposition codes may be assigned but the user must be aware that the codes should correspond with the disposition instructions included in the survey programming or should be changed to correspond to the new codes.

A complete list of disposition codes used by the Justice Center is as follows:

1  Complete
2  Terminated -- no callback
3  Terminated -- callback
4  Callback arranged
5  No answer
6  Busy
7  Non-normal (fast) busy
8  No ring
9  Temp. disconnected
10 Temp. not in service
11 Answering machine
12 Disconnected
13 Not in service
14 Changed number
15 Pager/beeper
16 Non-working number
17 Refused
18 Language problem
19 Hearing problem
20 Cell/car phone
21 Pay phone
22 Business/gov’t/other non-residential
23 No adults 18+
24 Misc
25 Fax machine

The ‘final’ property was assigned to all codes except 3, 4, 5, 6, and 11. The final code indicates that the disposition is a final disposition and the number should not appear again.
Victimization Survey Syntax for Ci3 Software

Highcol white on blue
HELP F1
Deffont "Arial" 8

Q: Scrn1
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

Scrn1

Read introductory information for new interview or callback interview.

I:
Key

Q: Scrn2
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

Scrn2

"Is this a residential telephone number?"

1 Yes
2 No

Respondent must provide a response in order to continue.

I:
Box 8 4 10 70 D
Loc 5 2 1 n
Sel 2 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans=1) skipto Scrn3

Q: Scrn2a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

Scrn2a

"Thank you but we are only trying to reach people at their place of residence. Since this isn't a residential telephone number, I don't need any further information. Thanks for your help."

Press enter to complete interview

I:
Box 8 4 10 70 D
Key
Dispos = 22
Ctrlend

Q: Scrn3
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

Scrn3

"In order to continue, I need to know how many adults, age 18 or older, currently live in your household."

Enter number here >>

Respondent must provide a response in order to continue.

I:
Q: Scrn3a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Scrn3a

"Thank you but this is a survey of adults age 18 or older. Your household is not eligible to participate in the survey. Thank you for your time."

Press enter to complete interview.

I:
Box 8 4 10 70 D
Key
Dispos = 23
Ctrlend

Q: Scrn3b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Scrn3b

This household is eligible for participation in the survey. If the individual is age 18 or older, proceed with the interview. If not, ask to speak to someone age 18 or older and proceed.

Press enter to continue.

I:
Box 3 3 9 70 D
Key

Q: Scrn3c
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Scrn3c

"How many individuals, age 17 and younger, currently live in your household."

Enter number here >>

Enter 777 if Don't know
Enter 999 if Refuse
I:
Box 9 4 12 70 D
Num 0 999 4 0 7 31

Q: V1
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V1

"What is your zip code?"

Enter 00000 for Don't know
Enter 00001 for Refused
T: 10 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
"Now, I'm going to read some examples that will give you an idea of the kinds of crimes this study covers. As I go through them, tell me if any of these happened to you in the last 12 months, that is since .

Was something belonging to you stolen, such as: Things that you carry like luggage, a wallet, purse, briefcase, or book (pause), clothing, jewelry, or calculator (pause), bicycle or sports equipment (pause), things in your home like a TV, stereo, or tools (pause), things outside your home such as a garden hose or lawn furniture (pause), things belonging to children in the household (pause), things from a vehicle such as a package, groceries, camera, or cassette tapes (pause), or did anyone ATTEMPT to steal anything belonging to you?

Did any incidents of this type happen to you?"

1  Yes (Briefly note all incidents mentioned using 1, 2, etc.)
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

THERE ARE CURRENTLY 0 INCIDENTS
I:
Loc 20 4 1 n
Other 1 18 8 24 70 Mixed
Save v36sav
If (sysmonth=1) show "January," 6 12 8
If (sysmonth=2) show "February," 6 12 8
If (sysmonth=3) show "March," 6 12 8
If (sysmonth=4) show "April," 6 12 8
If (sysmonth=5) show "May," 6 12 8
If (sysmonth=6) show "June," 6 12 8
If (sysmonth=7) show "July," 6 12 8
If (sysmonth=8) show "August," 6 12 8
If (sysmonth=9) show "September," 6 12 10
If (sysmonth=10) show "October," 6 12 8
If (sysmonth=11) show "November," 6 12 8
If (sysmonth=12) show "December," 6 12 8
curyr=(sysyear-1)
Show curyr 6 25 4
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
if (answer =2) skipto v37a_b
if (answer =3) skipto v37a_b
if (answer =4) skipto v37a_b

Q: V36c
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V36c

Enter the total # of times the incidents just mentioned occurred

If prior item involves 3 incidents, put 3 here. If there are a series of 6 or more 'identical' incidents (similar in detail/same type of crime & respondent cannot recall enough details to distinguish them from each other) they should be recorded as just one incident at this time and in the prior question as well (e.g., list all six incidents under I1, etc.). As this incident is examined later there will be an opportunity to describe it as a series of incidents. Make sure that the incidents described are not part of another incident already mentioned.

T: 20 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Q: V37a_b
T: 1 2 1 F:"Arial" 8
V37a_b
"(Other than the incidents already described), has anyone...

a) Broken in or ATTEMPTED to break into your home by forcing a door or window, pushing past someone, jimmying a lock, cutting a screen, or entering through an open door or window?

b) Has anyone illegally gotten in or tried to get into a garage, shed, or storage room?

OR

c) Has anyone illegally gotten in or tried to get into a hotel or motel room or vacation home where you were staying?

Did any incidents of this type happen to you?"

1  Yes (Briefly note all incidents mentioned using 1, 2, etc.)
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

THERE ARE CURRENTLY INCIDENTS

I:
Box 21 1 24 70 D
Loc 15 4 1 n
Other 1 13 8 24 70 Mixed
Icount = (v36c)
SHOW Icount 23 5 2
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
Save v37sav
if (answer =2) skipto v38
if (answer =3) skipto v38
if (answer =4) skipto v38

Q: V37c
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
V37c

Enter the total # of times the incidents just mentioned occurred

If prior item involves 3 incidents, put 3 here. If there are a series of 6 or more 'identical' incidents (similar in detail/same type of crime & respondent cannot recall enough details to distinguish them from each other) they should be recorded as just one incident at this time and in the prior question as well (e.g., list all six incidents under I1, etc.). As this incident is examined later there will be an opportunity to describe it as a series of incidents. Make sure that the incidents described are not part of another incident already mentioned.

T: 20 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 2 8 15 70 D
NUM 0 99 3 0 20 20

Q: V38
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V38

"What was the TOTAL number of cars, vans, trucks, motorcycles, or other motor vehicles owned by you or any other member of this household during the last 12 months? Include those you no longer own."
1. None
2. One
3. Two
4. Three
5. Four or more
6. Don't know
7. Refused

Q: V39a_b
T: 1 2 1 F:"Arial" 8
V39a_b

"During the last 12 months, (other than the incidents already mentioned), was the vehicle/were any of the vehicles-

a) Stolen or used without permission?
b) Did anyone steal any parts such as a tire, tape deck, hubcap or battery?
c) Did anyone steal any gas from [it/them]?
OR
d) Did anyone ATTEMPT to steal any vehicle or parts attached to [it/them]"

1. Yes (Briefly note all incidents mentioned using 1, 2, etc.)
2. No
3. Don't know
4. Refused

THERE ARE CURRENTLY INCIDENTS

Q: V39c
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
V39c

Enter the total # of times the incidents just mentioned occurred

If prior item involves 3 incidents, put 3 here. If there are a series of 6 or more 'identical' incidents (similar in detail/same type of crime & respondent cannot recall enough details to distinguish them from each other) they should be recorded as just one incident at this time and in the prior question as well (e.g., list all six incidents under I1, etc.). As this incident is examined later there will be an opportunity to describe it as a series of incidents. Make sure that the incidents described are not part of another incident already mentioned.

T: 20 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 2 8 15 70 D
NUM 0 99 3 0 20 20
At home including while on the porch or in the yard (pause), at or near a friend's, relative's, or neighbor's home (pause), at work or school (pause), in places such as a storage shed or laundry room, a shopping mall (pause), restaurant, bank, or airport (pause), while riding in any vehicle (pause), on the street or in a parking lot (pause), at such places as at a party, theater, gym, picnic area, bowling lanes (pause), or while fishing or hunting (pause), OR did anyone ATTEMPT to attack or ATTEMPT to steal anything belonging to you from any of these places?

Did any incidents of this type happen to you?"

1. Yes (Briefly note all incidents mentioned using 1, 2, etc.)
2. No
3. Don't know
4. Refused

THERE ARE CURRENTLY INCIDENTS

I:
Box 22 1 25 70 D
Loc 18 4 1 n
Other 1 13 8 24 70 Mixed
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c)
Show Icount 24 5 2
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
Save v40sav
if (answer =2) skipto v41a_b
if (answer =3) skipto v41a_b
if (answer =4) skipto v41a_b

Q: V40c
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
V40c

Enter the total # of times the incidents just mentioned occurred

If prior item involves 3 incidents, put 3 here. If there are a series of 6 or more 'identical' incidents (similar in detail/same type of crime & respondent cannot recall enough details to distinguish them from each other) they should be recorded as just one incident at this time and in the prior question as well (e.g., list all six incidents under I1, etc.). As this incident is examined later there will be an opportunity to describe it as a series of incidents. Make sure that the incidents described are not part of another incident already mentioned.

T: 20 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 2 8 15 70 D
NUM 0 99 3 0 20 20

Q: V41a_b
T: 1 2 1 F:"Arial" 8
V41a_b: "(Other than the incidents already described,) in the last 12 months has anyone attacked or threatened you in any of these ways?"

Excluding telephone/letter/fax/email threats

a) With any weapon, for instance, a gun or knife?
b) With anything like a baseball bat, frying pan, scissors, or stick?
c) By something thrown, such as a rock or bottle?
d) Include any grabbing, punching, or choking?
e) Any rape, attempted rape or other type of sexual attack?
f) Any face-to-face threats?

OR
g) Any attack or threat or use of force by anyone at all? Please mention it even if you are not certain it was a crime

Did any incidents of this type happen to you?

1 Yes (Briefly note all incidents mentioned using 1, 2, etc.)
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

THERE ARE CURRENTLY INCIDENTS
I:
Box 3 2 5 70 D
Box 22 1 25 70 D
Loc 18 4 1 n
Other 1 1 3 8 24 70 Mixed
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c)
SHOW Icount 24 4 2
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
Save v41sav
if (answer =2) skipto v42a_b
if (answer =3) skipto v42a_b
if (answer =4) skipto v42a_b

Q: V41c
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
V41c

Enter the total # of times the incidents just mentioned occurred

If prior item involves 3 incidents, put 3 here. If there are a series of 6 or more 'identical' incidents (similar in detail/same type of crime & respondent cannot recall enough details to distinguish them from each other) they should be recorded as just one incident at this time and in the prior question as well (e.g., list all six incidents under I1, etc.). As this incident is examined later there will be an opportunity to describe it as a series of incidents. Make sure that the incidents described are not part of another incident already mentioned.

T: 20 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 2 7 15 70 D
NUM 0 99 3 0 20 20

Q: V42a_b
T: 1 2 1 F:"Arial" 8
V42a_b

"(Other than the incidents already described,) in the last 12 months did you have something stolen from you OR were you attacked or threatened by...

a) Someone at work or school?
b) A neighbor or friend?
c) A relative or family member?
d) or, any other person you've met or known?

Did any incidents of this type happen to you?"

Excluding telephone/letter/fax/email threats

1 Yes (Briefly note all incidents mentioned using 1, 2, etc.)
THERE ARE CURRENTLY INCIDENTS
I:
Box 13 5 15 70 D
Box 22 1 25 70 D
Loc 17 4 1 n
Other 1 13 8 24 70 Mixed
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c)
SHOW Icount 24 5 2
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
Save v42sav
if (answer =2) skipto v43a_b
if (answer =3) skipto v43a_b
if (answer =4) skipto v43a_b

Q: V42c
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
V42c
Enter the total # of times the incidents just mentioned occurred

If prior item involves 3 incidents, put 3 here. If there are a series of 6 or more 'identical' incidents (similar in detail/same type of crime & respondent cannot recall enough details to distinguish them from each other) they should be recorded as just one incident at this time and in the prior question as well (e.g., list all six incidents under I1, etc.). As this incident is examined later there will be an opportunity to describe it as a series of incidents. Make sure that the incidents described are not part of another incident already mentioned.

T: 20 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 2 7 15 70 D
NUM 0 99 3 0 20 20

Q: V43a_b
T: 1 2 1 F:"Arial" 8
V43a_b
"Incidents involving forced or unwanted sexual acts are often difficult to talk about.

(Other than the incidents already described, in the last 12 months) have you been forced or coerced to engage in unwanted sexual activity by

a) Someone you didn't know before?
b) A casual acquaintance?
   OR
c) Someone you know well?

Did any incidents of this type happen to you?"

   1 Yes (Briefly note all incidents mentioned using 1, 2, etc.)
   2 No
   3 Don't know
   4 Refused

THERE ARE CURRENTLY INCIDENTS
I:
Box 21 1 24 70 D
Loc 17 4 1 n
Other 1 17 8 24 70 Mixed
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c)
Show Icount 23 5 2
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
Save v43sav
if (answer >1) skipto v44a

**Q: V43c**
**T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8**
V43c

Enter the total # of times the incidents just mentioned occurred

If prior item involves 3 incidents, put 3 here. If there are a series of 6 or more 'identical' incidents (similar in detail/same type of crime & respondent cannot recall enough details to distinguish them from each other) they should be recorded as just one incident at this time and in the prior question as well (e.g., list all six incidents under I1, etc.). As this incident is examined later there will be an opportunity to describe it as a series of incidents. Make sure that the incidents described are not part of another incident already mentioned.

**T: 20 4 1 F: "Arial" 8**
Enter here ->
I:
Box 2 7 15 70 D
NUM 0 99 3 0 20 20

**Q: V44a**
**T: 1 2 1 F:"Arial" 8**
V44a

"During the last 12 months, (other than any incidents already mentioned) did you call the police to report something that happened to YOU which you thought was a crime?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused
I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
if (answer =2) skipto v45a
if (answer =3) skipto v45a
if (answer =4) skipto v45a

**Q: V44a2**
**T: 1 2 1 F:"Arial" 8**
V44a2

Refers to 44a.

"Were you [was the respondent) attacked or threatened, or was something stolen or an attempt made to steal something that belonged to you [the respondent) or another household member?"

[Other than the incidents already described and within the last 12 months)

1  Yes (Briefly note all incidents mentioned using 1, 2, etc.)
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

THERE ARE CURRENTLY INCIDENTS
I:
Box 17 1 20 70 D
Loc 11 4 1 n
Other 1 10 8 24 70 Mixed
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c+v43c)
SHOW Icount 19 5.2
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
Save v44sav
if (answer =2) skipto v45a
if (answer =3) skipto v45a
if (answer =4) skipto v45a

Q: V44b
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
V44b

Enter the total # of times the incidents just mentioned occurred

If prior item involves 3 incidents, put 3 here. If there are a series of 6 or more 'identical' incidents (similar in detail/same type of crime & respondent cannot recall enough details to distinguish them from each other) they should be recorded as just one incident at this time and in the prior question as well (e.g., list all six incidents under I1, etc.). As this incident is examined later there will be an opportunity to describe it as a series of incidents. Make sure that the incidents described are not part of another incident already mentioned.

T: 20 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 2 8 15 70 D
NUM 0 99 3 0 20 20

Q: V45a
T: 1 2 1 F:"Arial" 8
V45a

"During the last 12 months, (other than any incidents already mentioned) did anything which you thought was a crime happen to YOU, but you did NOT report to the police?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused
I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
if (answer =2) skipto v46a
if (answer =3) skipto v46a
if (answer =4) skipto v46a

Q: V45a2
T: 1 2 1 F:"Arial" 8
V45a2

Refers to 45a.

"Were you [was the respondent) attacked or threatened, or was something stolen or an attempt made to steal something that belonged to you [the respondent] or another household member?"

(Other than the incidents already described and within the last 12 months)

1  Yes (Briefly note all incidents mentioned using 1, 2, etc.)
2  No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

THERE ARE CURRENTLY INCIDENTS

I:
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Box 18 1 21 70 D
Loc 12 4 1 n
Other 1 10 8 24 70 Mixed
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c+v43c+v44b)
SHOW Icount 20 5 2
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
Save v45sav
if (answer =2) skipto v46a
if (answer =3) skipto v46a
if (answer =4) skipto v46a

Q: V45b
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
V45b

Enter the total # of times the incidents just mentioned occurred

If prior item involves 3 incidents, put 3 here. If there are a series of 6 or more 'identical' incidents (similar in detail/same type of crime & respondent cannot recall enough details to distinguish them from each other) they should be recorded as just one incident at this time and in the prior question as well (e.g., list all six incidents under I1, etc.). As this incident is examined later there will be an opportunity to describe it as a series of incidents. Make sure that the incidents described are not part of another incident already mentioned.

T: 20 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 2 7 15 70 D
NUM 0 99 3 0 20 20

Q: V46a
T: 2 2 1 F:"Arial" 8
V46a

"Now, I'd like to ask about ALL acts of vandalism that may have been committed during the last 12 months against YOUR household. Vandalism is the deliberate, intentional damage to or destruction of household property. Examples are breaking windows, slashing tires, and painting graffiti on walls.

Since has anyone intentionally damaged or destroyed property owned by you or someone else in your household?"

Exclude any damage done in conjunction with already mentioned

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Box 13 3 15 70 D
If (sysmonth=1) show "January," 10 15 8
If (sysmonth=2) show "February," 10 15 8
If (sysmonth=3) show "March," 10 15 8
If (sysmonth=4) show "April," 10 15 8
If (sysmonth=5) show "May," 10 15 8
If (sysmonth=6) show "June," 10 15 8
If (sysmonth=7) show "July," 10 15 8
If (sysmonth=8) show "August," 10 15 8
If (sysmonth=9) show "September," 10 15 8
If (sysmonth=10) show "October," 10 15 8
If (sysmonth=11) show "November," 10 15 8
If (sysmonth=12) show "December," 10 15 8
Show curyr 10 25 4
Loc 16 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
if (answer =2) skipto Istart
if (answer =3) skipto Istart
if (answer =4) skipto Istart

Q: V46b
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V46b
"What kind of property was damaged or destroyed in this/these act(s) of vandalism? Anything else?"

Continue asking "Anything else?" until you get a "NO"

1 Motor vehicles (including parts)
2 Bicycle (including parts)
3 Mailbox
4 House windows/screen/door
5 Yard or garden (trees, shrubs, fence, etc.)
6 Furniture, other household goods
7 Clothing
8 Animal (pet, livestock, etc.)
9 Other (specify)
10 Don't know
11 Refused

I:
Box 5 4 7 70 D
Loc 8 11 1 n
Other 9 19 8 24 70 Mixed
Sel 11 1 9 0 on enter

Q: V46c
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V46c
"What kind of damage was done in this/these act(s) of vandalism? Anything else?"

Continue asking "Anything else?" until you get a "NO"

1 Broken glass: window, windshield, glass in door, mirror
2 Defaced: marred, graffiti, dirtied
3 Burned: use of fire, heat, or explosives
4 Drove into or ran over with vehicle
5 Other breaking or tearing
6 Injured or killed animals
7 Other (specify)
8 Don't know
9 Refused

I:
Box 5 4 7 70 D
Loc 8 9 1 n
Other 7 18 8 24 70 Mixed
Sel 9 1 9 0 on enter
"What was the total dollar amount of the damage caused by this/these act(s) of vandalism during the last 12 months (Use repair costs if the property was repaired)?"

Exclude any damage done in incidents already mentioned

Enter 1 if damage is less than $1.00 but not $0.

Enter 7777777 (7 sevens) if Don't know

Enter 9999999 (7 nines) if Refuse

Enter dollar amount here ->

If (answer =7777777) skip to v46e
If (answer =9999999) skip to v46e

"Was the damage under $100... or $100 or more?"

Include total amount for all incidents of vandalism during the last 12 months

1 Under $100
2 $100 or more
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Fill this item in without asking, unless you are unsure about the details

"In the vandalism just mentioned, were you attacked or threatened, or was something stolen or an attempt made to steal something that belonged to you or another household member (other than any incident(s) already mentioned)?"

1 Yes (Briefly note all incidents mentioned & use I1, I2, etc.)
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

THERE ARE CURRENTLY INCIDENTS

I:
Box 2 3 5 70 D
Box 15 1 18 70 D
Loc 11 4 1 n
Other 1 7 8 24 70 Mixed
icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c+v43c+v44b+v45b)
SHOW icount 17 5 2
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
Save v46sav
if (answer =2) skipto v46g
if (answer =3) skipto v46g
if (answer =4) skipto v46g

Q: V46f
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
V46f

Enter the total # of times the incidents just mentioned occurred

If prior item involves 3 incidents, put 3 here. If there are a series of 6 or more 'identical' incidents (similar in detail/same type of crime & respondent cannot recall enough details to distinguish them from each other) they should be recorded as just one incident at this time and in the prior question as well (e.g., list all six incidents under I1, etc.). As this incident is examined later there will be an opportunity to describe it as a series of incidents. Make sure that the incidents described are not part of another incident already mentioned.

T: 20 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 2 6 15 70 D
NUM 0 99 3 0 20 20

Q: V46g
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V46g

"Hate crimes or crimes of prejudice or bigotry occur when (an offender/ offenders) target(s) people because of one or more of their characteristics or religious beliefs.

Do you have any reason to suspect the vandalism just discussed was a hate crime or crime of prejudice or bigotry?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I:
Loc 11 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer >1) skipto Istart

Q: V46h1
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V46h1

"An offender/offenders can target people for a variety of reasons, but we are only going to ask you about a few today. Do you suspect the offender(s) targeted you because of...

Your race?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I:
Loc 9 4 l n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V46h2
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V46h2
"...your religion?"
1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I:
Loc 5 4 l n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V46h3
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V46h3
"...your ethnic background or national origin (for example, people of Hispanic origin)"
1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I:
Loc 6 4 l n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V46h4
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V46h4
"...any disability (by this I mean physical, mental, or developmental disabilities) you may have?"
1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I:
Loc 6 4 l n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V46h5
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V46h5
"...your gender?"
1 Yes
2 No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 541 n
Sel 4110 on enter

Q: V46h6
T: 141 F: "Arial" 8
V46h6

"...your sexual orientation?"
If "Yes," Say--(by this we mean homosexual, bisexual, or heterosexual)
1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Box 54770 D
Loc 941 n
Sel 4110 on enter

Q: V46i1
T: 141 F: "Arial" 8
V46i1

"Some offenders target people because they associate with certain people or the (offender perceives/offenders perceive) them as having certain characteristics or religious beliefs. Do you suspect you were targeted because of your association with people who have certain characteristics or religious beliefs (for example, a multiracial couple)?"

1  Yes (Specify)
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 1241 n
Other 1782470 Mixed
Sel 4110 on enter

Q: V46i2
T: 141 F: "Arial" 8
V46i2

"Do you suspect you were targeted because of the offender(s)' perception of your characteristics or religious beliefs (for example, the offender(s) thought you were Jewish because you went into a synagogue)?"

1  Yes (Specify)
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 741 n
Other 1782470 Mixed
Sel 4110 on enter
If ((V46h1=1)|(V46h2=1)|(V46h3=1)|(V46h4=1)|(V46h5=1)|(V46h6=1)|(V46i1=1)|(V46i2=1)) skipto V46j
skipto Istart
"Do you have any evidence that this vandalism was a hate crime or a crime of prejudice or bigotry?"

If "No," "Don't know," or "Refuse," ASK--

"Did the offender(s) say something, write anything, or leave anything behind at the crime scene that would suggest you were targeted because of your characteristics or religious beliefs?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 6 4 12 70 D
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans>1) skipto Istart

"The next questions ask about the evidence you have that makes you suspect this vandalism was a hate crime or a crime of prejudice or bigotry. As I read the following questions, please tell me if any of the following happened:

Did the offender(s) make fun of you, make negative comments, use slang, hurtful words, or abusive language?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 12 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

"Were any hate symbols present at the crime scene to indicate the offender(s) targeted you for a particular reason (for example, a swastika, graffiti on the walls of a temple, a burning cross, or written words?)"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 8 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

"The next questions ask about the evidence you have that makes you suspect this vandalism was a hate crime or a crime of prejudice or bigotry. As I read the following questions, please tell me if any of the following happened:

Did the offender(s) make fun of you, make negative comments, use slang, hurtful words, or abusive language?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 12 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

"Were any hate symbols present at the crime scene to indicate the offender(s) targeted you for a particular reason (for example, a swastika, graffiti on the walls of a temple, a burning cross, or written words?)"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 8 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
"Did the police investigation confirm the offender targeted you (for example, did the offender(s) confess a motive, did the police find books, journals, or pictures that indicated the offender(s) (was/were) prejudiced against people with certain characteristics or religious beliefs?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 9 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V46k4
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V46k4

"Do you know the offender(s) (has/have) committed similar hate crimes or crimes of prejudice or bigotry in the past?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V46k5
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V46k5

"Did the vandalism occur on or near a holiday, event, location, gathering place, or building commonly associated with a specific group (for example, at the Gay Pride March or at a synagogue, Korean church, or gay bar)?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V46k6
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V46k6

"Have other hate crimes or crimes of prejudice or bigotry happened to you or in your area/neighborhood where people have been targeted?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
"Do your feelings, instincts, or perceptions lead you to suspect this vandalism was a hate crime or crime of prejudice or bigotry, but you do not have enough evidence to know for sure?"

1  Yes  
2  No  
3  Don't know  
4  Refuse

Q: Istart
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
Istart
"Press enter to continue."

Q: A1
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
A1: Now I will be asking questions about the incidents you described. I'll begin with the first incident mentioned:

Read 1 Below

Incident Report Number of total incidents

Incident Listing
I:
Box 3 3 11 70 D
Show Icount 10 5 2
Show ILoop 9 5 2
If (v36a_b=1) Show v36sav 14 4 70
If (v36a_b>1) Show "N/A" 14 4 70
If (v37a_b=1) Show v37sav 15 4 70
If (v37a_b>1) Show "N/A" 15 4 70
If (v39a_b=1) Show v39sav 16 4 70
If (v38=1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v38>1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v40a_b=1) Show v40sav 17 4 70
If (v40a_b>1) Show "N/A" 17 4 70
If (v41a_b=1) Show v41sav 18 4 70
If (v41a_b>1) Show "N/A" 18 4 70
If (v42a_b=1) Show v42sav 19 4 70
If (v42a_b>1) Show "N/A" 19 4 70
If (v43a_b=1) Show v43sav 20 4 70
If (v43a_b>1) Show "N/A" 20 4 70
If (v44a2=1) Show v44sav 21 4 70
If (v44a2>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v45a2=1) Show v45sav 22 4 70
If (v45a2>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v46f1=1) Show v46sav 23 4 70
If (v46f1>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
Key

**Q: A2**

T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

A2

"You said that this incident happened during the past 12 months. Did (this/the first) incident happen while you were at your current address or before you moved to this address?"

1. While living at this address
2. Before moving to this address
3. Don't know
4. Refused

I:
Loc 8 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

**Q: A3a**

T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

A3a

"In what month did (this/the first) incident occur?"

1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December
13. Don't know
14. Refused

I:
loc 5 14 1 n
Sel 14 1 1 0 on enter

**Q: A3b**

T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

A3b

"What year did (this/the first) incident occur?"

Enter four digit year below:

Enter 7777 if "Don't know"
Enter 9999 if "Refused"

I:
Box 5 3 10 70 D
Num 1900 9999 5 0 12 5

**Q: A3c**

T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A3c

Are the dates just mentioned before, during, or after

1 Before
2 During
3 After

I:
Box 2 3 5 70 D
If (sysmonth=1) show "January," 4 4 8
If (sysmonth=2) show "February," 4 4 8
If (sysmonth=3) show "March," 4 4 8
If (sysmonth=4) show "April," 4 4 8
If (sysmonth=5) show "May," 4 4 8
If (sysmonth=6) show "June," 4 4 8
If (sysmonth=7) show "July," 4 4 8
If (sysmonth=8) show "August," 4 4 8
If (sysmonth=9) show "September," 4 4 8
If (sysmonth=10) show "October," 4 4 8
If (sysmonth=11) show "November," 4 4 8
If (sysmonth=12) show "December," 4 4 8
Show curyr 4 14 4
Loc 7 3 1 n
Sel 3 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans=1) skipto EndA

Q: A4
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A4

If known, enter without asking

"Altogether, how many times did this type of incident happen during the last 12 months?"

Enter 7777 for Don't know
Enter 9999 for Refused

T: 15 4
Enter here ->
I:
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Box 9 3 12 70 D
Num 1 9999 5 0 15 20

Q: AchkB
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
AchkB

Enter number of incidents from previous answer
Enter choice 3 if respondent indicated "don't know" on previous question
Enter choice 4 if respondent refused previous question

1 1-5 incidents (not a "series")
2 6 or more incidents
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 8 4 1 n
Box 2 3 6 70 D
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 1) skipto A6
If (answer = 3) skipto A6
If (answer = 4) skipto A6

Q: AchkC
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
AchkC

If known, enter without asking

"Are these incidents similar to each other in detail, or are they different types of crimes?"

1  Similar
2  Different (Not a series)
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 9 4 1 n
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer > 1) skipto A6

Q: AchkD
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
AchkD

"Can you recall enough details of each incident to distinguish them from each other?"

1  Yes (Not a series)
2  No (To be done as a series)
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 1) skipto A6

Q: A5
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A5

"The following questions refer only to the most recent incident.."

Press enter to continue
I:
Box 6 3 8 70 D
Key

Q: A6
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A6

"About what time did (this/the most recent) incident happen? Day or Night?"

1  After 6 am - 12 noon
2  After 12 noon - 3 pm
3  After 3 pm - 6 pm
4  Don't know what time of day
5  After 6 pm - 9 pm
6  After 9 pm - 12 midnight
7 After 12 midnight - 6 am
8 Don't know what time of night
9 Don't know whether day or night
10 Refused

I:
Loc 6 10 1 n
Sel 10 1 0 on enter

Q: A7
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
A7

"In what city, town, or village did this incident occur?"

1 Outside US
2 Not inside a city/town/village
3 Same city/town/village as present residence
4 Different city/town/village from residence (specify)
5 Don't know
6 Refused

I:
Loc 5 6 1 n
Other 4 7 8 24 70 Mixed
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 1) skipto A10
If (answer = 3) skipto A10

Q: A8a
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
A8a

If known, enter without asking

"In what state did it occur?"

Type Don't know or Refuse if indicated by respondent.

T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Type state below (no abbreviations): I:
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Box 8 3 10 70 D
Box 13 3 15 70 D
OPN 16 8 22 80 Mixed Noscroll

Q: A10
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A10

"Where did this incident happen?"

Interviewer: Press F1 for subcategories

1 In respondent's home or lodging
2 Near respondent's own home
3 At, in, or near a friend's/relative's/neighbor's home
4 Commercial places
5 Parking lots/ garages
6 School
7 Open areas, on street or public transportation
8 Other (specify)
9 Don't know
10 Refused

ENDHELP

Q: A10a
T: 1 2 1 F: "Arial" 8
A10a

If unsure, ask

"Where did this incident happen?"

1 In own dwelling, own attached garage, or enclosed porch (Include illegal entry or attempted illegal entry of same)
2 In detached building on own property, such as detached garage, storage shed, etc. (Include illegal entry or attempted illegal entry of same)
3 In vacation home/second home (Include illegal entry or attempted illegal entry of same)
4 In hotel or motel room respondent was staying in (Include illegal entry or attempted illegal entry of same)
5 Don't know
6 Refused

ENDHELP

Q: A10b

ENDHELP
If unsure, ask

"Where did this incident happen?"

1. Own yard, sidewalk, driveway, carport, unenclosed porch (does not include apartment yards)
2. Apartment hall, storage area, laundry room (does not include apartment parking lot/garage)
3. On street immediately adjacent to own home
4. Don't know
5. Refused

I:
 Loc 8 5 2 n
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A18

Q: A10c
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A10c

If unsure, ask

"Where did this incident happen?"

1. At or in home or other building on their property
2. Yard, sidewalk, driveway, carport (does not include apartment yards)
3. Apartment hall, storage area, laundry room, (does not include apartment parking lot/garage)
4. On street immediately adjacent to their home
5. Don't know
6. Refused

I:
 Loc 8 6 2 n
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A18

Q: A10d
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A10d

If unsure, ask

"Where did this incident happen?"

1. Inside restaurant, bar, nightclub
2. Inside other commercial building such as store, bank, gas station
3. Inside office, factory, or warehouse
4. Don't know
5. Refused

I:
 Loc 8 5 1 n
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A17c

Q: A10e
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
If unsure, ask
"Where did this incident happen?"

1 Commercial parking lot/garage
2 Noncommercial parking lot/garage
3 Apartment/townhouse parking lot/garage
4 Don't know
5 Refused

I:
Loc 8 5 1 n
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A17c

Q: A10f
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A10f

If unsure, ask
"Where did this incident happen?"

1 Inside school building
2 On school property (school parking area, play area, school bus, etc.)
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 8 4 1 n
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 1) skipto A17a
If (answer = 2) skipto A17c
If (answer = 3) skipto A17c
If (answer = 4) skipto A17c

Q: A10g
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A10g

If unsure, ask
"Where did this incident happen?"

1 In apartment yard, park, field, playground (other than school)
2 On the street (other than immediately adjacent to own/friend/relative/neighbor's home)
3 On public transportation or in station (bus, train, plane, airport, depot, etc.)
4 Don't know
5 Refused

I:
Loc 8 5 2 n
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A18

Q: A11
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A11
"Did the offender live there or have a right to be there, for instance, as a guest or repairperson?"

1  Yes  
2  No  
3  Don't know  
4  Refused  
I:  
 Loc 7 4 1 n  
 Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter  
 If (answer = 1) skipto A19  

Q: A12  
T: 1 4 1 F::"Arial" 8  
A12  

"Did the offender actually get INSIDE your (house/apartment/room/garage/shed/enclosed porch)?"

1  Yes  
2  No  
3  Don't know  
4  Refused  
I:  
 Loc 7 4 1 n  
 Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter  
 If (answer = 1) skipto A14  

Q: A13  
T: 1 4 1 F::"Arial" 8  
A13  

"Did the offender try to get INSIDE your (house/apartment/room/garage/shed/enclosed porch)?"

1  Yes  
2  No  
3  Don't know  
4  Refused  
I:  
 Loc 7 4 1 n  
 Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter  
 If (answer = 2) skipto A19  
 If (answer = 3) skipto A16  
 If (answer = 4) skipto A16  

Q: A14  
T: 1 4 1 F::"Arial" 8  
A14  

"Was there any evidence, such as a broken lock or broken window, that the offender(s) (got in by force/ TRIED to get in by force)?"

1  Yes  
2  No  
3  Don't know  
4  Refused  
I:  
 Loc 8 4 1 n  
 Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter  
 If (answer = 2) skipto A16  
 If (answer = 3) skipto A16  
 If (answer = 4) skipto A16
Q: A15
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A15

"What was the evidence? Anything else?"

Mark all that apply-
Choices 1-4 refer to window
Choices 5-8 refer to door

1. Damage to window (include frame, glass broken/removed/cracked)
2. Window screen damaged/removed
3. Lock on window damaged/tampered with in some way
4. Other window related evidence (specify)
5. Damage to door (include frame, glass panes or door removed)
6. Door screen damaged/removed
7. Lock or door handle damaged/tampered with in some way
8. Other door related evidence (specify)
9. Other evidence not door or window related (specify)
10. Don't know
11. Refused

I: Box 5 3 9 70 D
Loc 11 1 1 n
Other 4 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Other 8 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Other 9 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 11 1 9 0 on enter
skip to A19

Q: A16
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A16

"How did the offender (get in/TRY to get in)?"

1. Let in
2. Offender pushed his/her way in after door opened
3. Through OPEN DOOR or other opening
4. Through UNLOCKED DOOR or window
5. Through LOCKED door or window - Had key
6. Through LOCKED door or window - Picked lock, used credit card, etc. other than key
7. Through LOCKED door or window - Don't know how
8. Other (specify)
9. Don't know
10. Refused

I: Loc 5 10 2 n
Other 8 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 10 1 1 0 on enter
skip to A19

Q: A17a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A17a

"Was it your school?"

1. Yes
2. No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 2) skipto A17c
If (answer = 3) skipto A17c
If (answer = 4) skipto A17c

Q: A17b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A17b

"In what part of the school building did it happen?"

1 Classroom
2 Hallway/Stairwell
3 Bathroom/Locker room
4 Other library, gym, auditorium, cafeteria
5 Don't know
6 Refused
I:
Loc 5 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A17c
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A17c

Ask or Verify

"Did the incident happen in an area restricted to certain people or was it open to the public at the time?"

1 Open to the public
2 Restricted to certain people (or nobody had a right to be there)
3 Other (specify)
4 Don't know
5 Refused
I:
Loc 10 5 1 n
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Other 3 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A18
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A18

Ask or Verify

"Did it happen outdoors, indoors, or both?"

1 Indoors (inside a building or enclosed space)
2 Outdoors
3 Both
4 Don't know
5 Refused
I:
Loc 8 5 1 n
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Q: A19
T: 1 2 1 F: "Arial" 8
A19

Ask or Verify

"How far away from home did this happen?"

Probe if necessary

"Was it within a mile, 5 miles, 50 miles or more?"

1. At/in/near the building containing the respondent's home/next door
2. A mile or less
3. Five miles or less
4. Fifty miles or less
5. More than 50 miles
6. Don't know how far
7. Refused

I:
Loc 14 7 1 n
Box 2 2 4 70 D
Box 8 2 10 70 D
Sel 7 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A20a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A20a

Ask or Verify

"Were you or any other members of this household present when this incident occurred?"

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know/Not sure
4. Refused

I:
Loc 10 4 1 n
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
if (ans>1) skip to A56

Q: A20b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A20b

"Which household members were present?"

1. Respondent only
2. Respondent and other household members
3. Only other household member(s), not respondent
4. Don't know
5. Refused

I:
Loc 5 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 3) skip to A59
**Q: A21**

T: 141 F:"Arial" 8

A21

Ask or Verify

"Did you personally see an offender?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 841 n
Box 23470 D
Sel 4110 on enter

**Q: A22**

T: 141 F:"Arial" 8

A22

"Did the offender have a weapon such as a gun or knife, or something to use as a weapon, such as a bottle or wrench?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 741 n
Sel 4110 on enter
If (answer > 1) skip to A24

**Q: A23**

T: 141 F:"Arial" 8

A23

"What was the weapon?"

Mark all that apply

1 Hand gun (pistol, revolver, etc.)
2 Other gun (rifle, shotgun, etc.)
3 Knife
4 Other sharp object (scissors, ice pick, axe, etc.)
5 Blunt object (rock, club, blackjack, etc.)
6 Other (specify)
7 Don't know
8 Refused

I:
Loc 881 n
Box 53770 D
Other 67142470 Mixed
Sel 8160 on enter

**Q: A24**

T: 141 F:"Arial" 8

A24

"Did the offender hit you, knock you down or actually attack you in any way?"
A25
"Did the offender TRY to attack you?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

A26
"Did the offender THREATEN you with harm in any way?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

A27
"What actually happened? Anything else?"

Mark all that apply

1 Something taken without permission
2 Attempted or threatened to take something
3 Harassed, argument, abusive language
4 Unwanted sexual contact with force (grabbing, fondling, etc.)
5 Unwanted sexual contact without force (grabbing, fondling, etc.)
6 Forcible entry or attempted forcible entry of house or apt.
7 Forcible entry or attempted forcible entry of car
8 Damaged or destroyed property
9 Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy property
10 Other (specify)
11 Don't know
12 Refused

Q: A28a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A28a

"How did the offender TRY to attack you? Any other way?"

Mark all that apply

If 5, ask "Do you mean forced or coerced sexual intercourse including attempts?" - If yes check A24 for Yes

1  Verbal threat of rape
2  Verbal threat to kill
3  Verbal threat of attack other than to kill or rape
4  Verbal threat of sexual assault other than rape
5  Unwanted sexual contact with force (grabbing, fondling, etc.)
6  Unwanted sexual contact w/out force (grabbing, fondling, etc.)
7  Weapon present or threatened w/ weapon
8  Shot at (but missed)
9  Attempted attack with knife/sharp weapon
10  Attempted attack w/weapon other than gun/knife/sharp weapon
11  Object thrown at person
12  Followed or surrounded
13  Tried to hit, slap, knock down, grab, hold, trip, jump, push, etc.
14  Other (specify)
15  Don't know
16  Refused

Q: A28b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A28b

"How did the offender THREATEN to attack you? Any other way?"

Mark all that apply

If 5, ask "Do you mean forced or coerced sexual intercourse including attempts?" - If yes check A24 for Yes

1  Verbal threat of rape
2  Verbal threat to kill
3  Verbal threat of attack other than to kill or rape
4  Verbal threat of sexual assault other than rape
5  Unwanted sexual contact with force (grabbing, fondling, etc.)
6  Unwanted sexual contact w/out force (grabbing, fondling, etc.)
7  Weapon present or threatened w/ weapon
8  Shot at (but missed)
9  Attempted attack with knife/sharp weapon
10  Attempted attack w/weapon other than gun/knife/sharp weapon
11 Object thrown at person
12 Followed or surrounded
13 Tried to hit, slap, knock down, grab, hold, trip, jump, push, etc.
14 Other (specify)
15 Don't know
16 Refused
I:
Loc 10 16 1 n
Box 4 3 9 70 D
Other 14 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 16 1 14 0 on enter
skip to A40

Q: A29
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A29
"How were you attacked?"

Mark all that apply
If 1, ask "Do you mean forced or coerced sexual intercourse?"
If no ask "What do you mean?"
If 2, ask "Do you mean attempted forced or coerced sexual intercourse?" - If no ask "What do you mean?"

1 Raped
2 Tried to rape
3 Sexual assault other than rape or attempted rape
4 Shot
5 Shot at (but missed)
6 Hit with gun held in hand
7 Stabbed/cut with knife/sharp weapon
8 Attempted attack with knife/sharp weapon
9 Hit with an object (other than gun) held in hand
10 Hit by thrown object
11 Attempted attack w/weapon other than gun/knife/sharp weapon
12 Hit, slapped, knocked down
13 Grabbed, held, tripped, jumped, pushed, etc.
14 Other (specify)
15 Don't know
16 Refused
I:
Loc 10 16 1 n
Box 3 3 9 70 D
Other 14 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 16 1 14 0 on enter

Q: A30
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A30
"Did the offender THREATEN to hurt you before you were actually attacked?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Other (specify)
4 Don't know
5 Refused
I:
Loc 6 5 1 n
Other 3 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
Q: A31
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A31

"What were the injuries you suffered, if any?"

Mark all that apply
If 1 and A29 is not rape, ask "Do you mean forced or coerced sexual intercourse?" If no ask "What do you mean?"
If 2 and A29 is not tried to rape, ask "Do you mean attempted forced or coerced sexual intercourse?" - If no ask "What do you mean?"

1  None
2  Raped
3  Attempted rape
4  Sexual assault other than rape or attempted rape
5  Knife or stab wounds
6  Gun shot, bullet wounds
7  Broken bones or teeth knocked out
8  Internal injuries
9  Knocked unconscious
10  Bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swelling, chipped teeth
11  Other (specify)
12  Don't know
13  Refused

I:
Loc 12 13 1 n
Box 5 3 11 70 D
Other 11 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 13 1 11 0 on enter
If (answer = 1) skipto A40
If (ans=12) skipto A40
If (ans=13) skipto A40

Q: A32
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A32

Ask or Verify

"Were any of the injuries caused by a weapon other than a gun or knife?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 9 4 1 n
Box 2 3 4 70 D
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 2) skipto A34
If (answer = 3) skipto A34
If (answer = 4) skipto A34

Q: A33
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A33

"Which injuries were caused by a weapon OTHER than a gun or knife?"

Mark all that apply
Q: A34
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A34

"Were you injured to the extent that you received any medical care, including self treatment?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: A35
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A35

"Where did you receive this care? Anywhere else?"

Mark all that apply

-48-
1 At the scene
2 At home/neighbor's/friend's
3 Health unit at work/school, first aid station at a stadium/park, etc.
4 Doctor's office/health clinic
5 Emergency room at hospital/emergency clinic
6 Hospital (other than emergency room)
7 Other (specify)
8 Don't know
9 Refused

I:
Box 6 4 8 70 D
Loc 10 9 1 n
Other 7 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 9 1 7 0 on enter
If (answer = 6) skipto A36
If (answer = 1) skipto A38
If (answer = 2) skipto A38
If (answer = 3) skipto A38
If (answer = 4) skipto A38
If (answer = 5) skipto A38
If (answer = 7) skipto A38
If (answer = 8) skipto A38
If (answer = 9) skipto A38

Q: A36
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A36

"Did you stay overnight in the hospital?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 2) skipto A38
If (answer = 3) skipto A38
If (answer = 4) skipto A38

Q: A37
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A37

"How many days did you stay (in the hospital)?"

Enter 777 for Don't know
Enter 999 for Refuse

T: 14 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter days ->
I:
Box 6 6 9 70 D
Num 0 999 4 0 14 30

Q: A38
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A38
"At the time of the incident, were you covered by any medical insurance, or were you eligible for benefits from any other type of health benefits program, such as Medicaid, Veterans Administration, or Public Welfare?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 8 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A39
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A39

"What was the total amount of your medical expenses resulting from this incident (INCLUDING anything paid by insurance)? Include hospital and doctor bills, medicine, therapy, braces, and any other injury related expenses."

Enter Dollar Amount
Enter 7777777 (7 sevens) if Don't know
Enter 9999999 (7 nines) if Refuse
T: 15 3 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter Dollars->
I:
Box 9 6 13 70 D
Num 0 9999999 8 0 15 24

Q: A40
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A40

"Did you do anything with the idea of protecting YOURSELF or your PROPERTY while the incident was going on?"

1 Yes
2 No/ Took no action/ kept still
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 1) skipto A42

Q: A41
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A41

"Was there anything you did or tried to do about the incident while it was going on?"

1 Yes
2 No/ Took no action/ kept still
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 2) skipto A47
If (answer = 3) skipto A47
If (answer = 4) skipto A47
"What did you do? Anything else?"

Mark all that apply

1. Attacked offender with gun; fired gun
2. Attacked with other weapon
3. Attacked without weapon (hit, kicked, etc.)
4. Threatened offender with gun
5. Threatened offender with other weapon
6. Threatened to injure, no weapon
7. Defended self or property (struggle, duck, block blows, held property)
8. Chased, tried to catch or hold offender
9. Yelled at offender, turned on lights, threatened to call police, etc.
10. Cooperated or pretended to (stalled, did what they asked)
11. Argued, reasoned, pleaded, bargained, etc.
12. Ran or drove away, or tried; hid, locked door
13. Called police or guard
14. Tried to attract attention/help warn others (cry out/called kids inside)
15. Screamed from pain or fear
16. Other (specify)
17. Don't know
18. Refused

I:
Loc 8 18 1 n
Box 5 2 7 70 D
Other 16 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 18 1 16 0 on enter
If (A24>1) skipto A43b
If ((A31>1)&(A31<12)) skipto A43a
If ((A31=1)|(A31=12)|(A31=13)) skipto A43b

"Did you take these actions before, after, or at the same time that you were injured?"

Mark all that apply

1. Actions taken before injury
2. Actions taken after injury
3. Actions taken at same time as injury
4. Don't know
5. Refused

I:
Box 6 4 8 70 D
Loc 10 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 3 0 on enter

"Did (any of) your action(s) help the situation in any way?"

Probe:
"Did your actions help you avoid injury, protect your property, escape from the offender, or were they helpful in some other way?"

1. Yes  
2. No  
3. Don't know  
4. Refused  

I:  
Loc 11 4 1 n  
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter  
If (answer >1) skip to A45

Q: A44  
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8  
A44  

"How were they helpful? Any other way?"

Mark all that apply  

1. Helped avoid injury or greater injury to respondent  
2. Scared or chased offender off  
3. Helped respondent get away from offender  
4. Protected property  
5. Protected other people  
6. Other (specify)  
7. Don't know  
8. Refused  

I:  
Loc 9 8 1 n  
Box 5 3 7 70 D  
Other 6 7 14 24 70 Mixed  
Sel 8 1 6 0 on enter

Q: A45  
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8  
A45  

"Did (any of) your action(s) make the situation worse in any way?"

Probe:  
"Did your actions lead to injury, greater injury, loss of property, make the offender angrier, or make the situation worse in some other way?"

1. Yes  
2. No  
3. Don't know  
4. Refused  

I:  
Loc 13 4 1 n  
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter  
If (answer >1) skip to A47

Q: A46  
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8  
A46  

"How did they make the situation worse?"
Mark all that apply

1 Led to injury or greater injury to respondent
2 Caused greater loss of property or damage to property
3 Other people got hurt
4 Offender got away
5 Made offender angrier, more aggressive, etc.
6 Other (specify)
7 Don't know
8 Refused

Q: A47
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A47

"Was anyone present during the incident besides you and the offender (exclude children under the age of 12)?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: A48
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A48

"Did the actions of (this person/any of these people) help the situation in any way?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: A49
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A49

"How did they help the situation? Any other way?"

Mark all that apply

1 Helped avoid injury or greater injury to respondent
2 Scared or chased offender off
3 Helped respondent get away from offender
4 Protected property
5 Protected other people
Q: A50
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A50

"Did the actions of (this person/any of these people) make the situation worse in any way?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer >1) skip to A52

Q: A51
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A51

"How did they make the situation worse?"

Mark all that apply

1 Led to injury or greater injury to respondent
2 Caused greater loss of property or damage to property
3 Other people got hurt
4 Offender got away
5 Made offender angrier, more aggressive, etc.
6 Other (specify)
7 Don't know
8 Refused

I:
Loc 9 8 1 n
Box 5 3 7 70 D
Other 6 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 8 1 6 0 on enter

Q: A52
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A52

"Not counting yourself, were any of the persons present during the incident harmed, (pause) threatened with harm (pause), or robbed by force or threat of harm? (Do not include yourself, the offender, or children under 12 years of age.)"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 9 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer >1) skipto AChkG

Q: A53
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A53

"How many? (Do not include yourself, the offender, or children under 12 years of age.)"
Enter 777 if Don't know
Enter 999 if Refused
T: 14 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter # ->
I:
Box 7 5 10 70 D
Num 0 999 4 0 14 24

Q: A54
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A54

"How many of these persons are members of your household now? (Do not include yourself, the offender, or children under 12 years of age.)"
Enter 777 if Don't know
Enter 999 if Refused
T: 16 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter # ->
I:
Box 8 5 11 70 D
Num 0 999 4 0 16 24

Q: AChkG
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
AChkG

"Press Enter to Continue."

I:
Key
If ((A40=1)&(A42<7)) skipto A55
If ((A41=1)&(A42<7)) skipto A55
If (A41>1) skipto A60
skipto A60

Q: A55
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A55

"Who was the first to use or threaten to use physical force - you, the offender, or someone else?"

1 Respondent
2 Offender(s)
3 Someone else
4 Don't know
5 Refused
I:
Loc 7 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A60
Q: A56
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A56

"Do you know or have you learned anything about the offender(s) -- for instance whether there was one or more than one offender involved, whether it was someone young or old, or male or female?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 8 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
if (answer = 2) skipto A88
if (answer = 3) skipto A88
if (answer = 4) skipto A88

Q: A57
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A57

"How sure are you of this information? Do you have a suspicion, are you fairly sure, or are you certain?"

1 Suspicion
2 Fairly certain
3 Certain
4 Don't know
5 Refused
I:
Loc 6 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A58
T: 1 2 1 F: "Arial" 8
A58

"How did you learn about the offenders? Any other way?"

Mark all that apply

1 Respondent saw or heard offender
2 From other member of household who was eyewitness
3 From eyewitness(es) other than household member(s)
4 From police
5 Other person (not eyewitness)
6 Offender(s) admitted it
7 Offender(s) had threatened to do it
8 Stolen property found on offender's property or in offender's possession
9 Figured it out by who had motive, opportunity, or had done it before
10 Other (specify)
11 Don't know
12 Refused
I:
Loc 9 12 1 n
Box 5 1 7 70 D
Other 10 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 12 1 10 0 on enter
skipto A88
Q: A59
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A59

"What actually happened? Anything else?"

Mark all that apply

1  Something taken w/out permission
2  Attempted or threatened to take something
3  Harassed, argument, abusive language
4  Forcible entry or attempted forcible entry of house/apt.
5  Forcible entry or attempted forcible entry of car
6  Damaged or destroyed property
7  Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy property
8  Other (specify)
9  Don't know
10 Refused

I:
Loc 9 10 1 n
Box 5 3 7 70 D
Other 8 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 10 1 8 0 on enter

Q: A60
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A60

"Was the crime committed by only one or by more than one offender?"

1  Only one
2  More than one
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 1) skipto A62
If (answer = 2) skipto A73
If (answer = 3) skipto A61
If (answer = 4) skipto A61

Q: A61
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A61

"Do you know anything about one of the offenders?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 2) skipto A88
If (answer = 3) skipto A88
If (answer = 4) skipto A88

Q: A62
"Was the offender male or female?"

1  Male
2  Female
3  Don't know
4  Refused

"How old would you say the offender was?"

1  Under 12
2  12-14
3  15-17
4  18-20
5  21-29
6  30+
7  Don't know
8  Refused

"Was the offender a member of a street gang, or do you not know?"

1  Yes (member of a street gang)
2  No (not a member)
3  Don't know (if a member)
4  Refused

"Was the offender drinking or on drugs, or do you not know?"

1  Yes (drinking or on drugs)
2  No (not drinking/not on drugs)
3  Don't know (if drinking or on drugs)
4  Refused

If (answer >1) skip to A66
Q: A65
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A65

"Which was it? (Drinking or on drugs)?"

  1 Drinking
  2 On drugs
  3 Both (drinking & on drugs)
  4 Drinking or on drugs, couldn't tell which
  5 Don't know
  6 Refused

I:
Loc 5 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A66
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A66

"Was the offender someone you knew or a stranger you had never seen before?"

  1 Knew or had seen before
  2 Stranger
  3 Don't know
  4 Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 1) skip to A68

Q: A67
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A67

"Would you be able to recognize the offender if you saw him/her?"

  1 Yes
  2 No
  3 Not sure (possibly or probably)
  4 Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 1) skip to A69
If (answer = 2) skip to A71
If (answer = 3) skip to A69
If (answer = 4) skip to A71

Q: A68
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A68

"How well do you know the offender-- by sight only, casual acquaintance, or well known?"

  1 Sight only
  2 Casual acquaintance
  3 Well known
  4 Don't know
  5 Refused
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Q: A69
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A69

"Would you have been able to tell the police how they might find the offender, for instance, where he/she lived, worked, went to school, or spent time?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Other (specify)
4 Don't know
5 Refused

Q: A70
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A70

"How did you know the offender? For example, was the offender a friend, cousin, etc.?"

Relatives- Categories 1-6
Non-relatives- Categories 7-13

1 Spouse at time of incident
2 Ex-spouse at time of incident
3 Parent or step-parent
4 Own child or step-child
5 Brother/sister
6 Other relative (specify)
7 Boyfriend or girlfriend, ex-boyfriend, ex-girlfriend
8 Friend or ex-friend
9 Roommate or boarder
10 Schoolmate
11 Neighbor
12 Someone at work, customer
13 Other non-relative (specify)
14 Don't know
15 Refused

Q: A71
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A71

"Was the offender White, Black, or some other race?"
1 White
2 Black
3 Other (specify)
4 Don't know
5 Refused
I:
Loc 5 5 1 n
Other 3 7 8 24 70 Mixed
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A72
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A72
"Was this the only time this offender committed a crime against you or your household or made threats against you or your household?"

1 Yes (only time)
2 No (there were other times)
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A88

Q: A73
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A73
"How many offenders?"
Enter 77 for Don't know
Enter 99 for Refused
T: 16 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter # ->
I:
Box 5 3 8 70 D
Num 0 99 3 0 16 24

Q: A74
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A74
"Were they male or female?"

1 All male
2 All female
3 Both male and female
4 Don't know sex of any offenders
5 Refused
I:
Loc 5 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 1) skipto A76
If (answer = 2) skipto A76
If (answer = 4) skipto A76
If (answer = 5) skipto A76
If ((answer = 3) & (A73 = 2)) skipto A76
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Q: A75
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A75

"Were they mostly male or mostly female?"

1  Mostly male
2  Mostly female
3  Evenly divided
4  Don't know
5  Refused

I:
Loc 5 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A76
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A76

"How old would you say the youngest was?"

1  Under 12
2  12-14
3  15-17
4  18-20
5  21-29
6  30+
7  Don't know
8  Refused

I:
Loc 5 8 1 n
Sel 8 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 6) skip to A78a

Q: A77
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A77

"How old would you say the oldest was?"

1  Under 12
2  12-14
3  15-17
4  18-20
5  21-29
6  30+
7  Don't know
8  Refused

I:
Loc 5 8 1 n
Sel 8 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A78a
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A78a

"Were any of the offenders a member of a street gang, or do you not know?"

1  Yes (a member of a street gang)
2  No (not a member of a street gang)
3  Don't know (if a member of street gang)
4  Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A78b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A78b

"Were any of the offenders drinking or on drugs, or do you not know?"

1  Yes (drinking or on drugs)
2  No (not drinking/not on drugs)
3  Don't know (if drinking or on drugs)
4  Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer > 1) skipto A80

Q: A79
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A79

"Which was it? (Drinking or on drugs)"

1  Drinking
2  On drugs
3  Both (drinking and on drugs)
4  Drinking or drugs -could not tell which
5  Refused

I:
Loc 5 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A80
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A80

"Were any of the offenders known to you, or were they strangers you had never seen before?"

1  All known
2  Some known
3  All strangers
4  Don't know
5  Refused

I:
Loc 6 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer <3 ) skipto A82

Q: A81
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A81

"Would you be able to recognize any of them if you saw them?"

1  Yes
2 Not sure (possibly or probably)
3 No
4 Refused

Q: A82
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A82

"How well did you know the offender(s) - by sight only, casual acquaintance or well known?"
Mark all that apply
1 Sight only
2 Casual acquaintance
3 Well known
4 Don't know
5 Refused

Q: A83
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A83

"Would you have been able to tell the police how they might find any of them, for instance, where they lived, worked, went to school, or spent time?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Other (specify)
4 Don't know
5 Refused

Q: A84
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A84

"How did you know them? For example, were they friends, cousins, etc.?"
Mark all that apply
Relatives-- Categories 1-6
Nonrelatives-- Categories 7-13

1 Spouse at time of incident
2 Ex-spouse at time of incident
3  Parent or step-parent
4  Own child or step-child
5  Brother/sister
6  Other relative (specify)
7  Boyfriend or girlfriend, ex-boyfriend, ex-girlfriend
8  Friend or ex-friend
9  Roommate or boarder
10 Schoolmate
11 Neighbor
12 Someone at work, customer
13 Other non-relative (specify)
14 Don't know
15 Refused

Q: A85
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A85

"Were the offenders White, Black, or some other race?"

Mark all that apply

1  White
2  Black
3  Other (specify)
4  Don't know race of any/some
5  Refused

Q: A86
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A86

"What race were most of the offenders?"

1  Mostly White
2  Mostly Black
3  Mostly some other race
4  Equal number of each race
5  Don't know
6  Refused

Q: A87
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A87
"Was this the only time any of these offenders committed a crime against you or your household or made threats against you or your household?"

1 Yes (only time)
2 No (there were other times)
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: A88
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A88

Ask or Verify

"Was something stolen or taken without permission that belonged to you or others in the household?"

Include anything stolen from an unrecognizable business. Do not include any items stolen from a recognizable business operated in the respondent's home or in a commercial establishment.

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: A89
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A89

Ask or Verify

"Did the offender(s) ATTEMPT to take something that belonged to you or others in the household?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: A90
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A90

"What did the offender try to take? Anything else?"

Mark all that apply

1 Cash
2 Purse
3 Wallet
4 Credit cards, checks, bank notes
5 Car
6 Other motor vehicle
7 Part of motor vehicle (tire, radio, etc.)
8 Gasoline or oil
9 Bicycle or parts
10 TV, Stereo, other household appliances
11 Silver, china, art objects
12 Other household furnishings (furniture, rugs, etc.)
13 Personal effects (clothing, jewelry, toys, etc.)
14 Handgun (pistol, revolver)
15 Other firearm (rifle, shotgun)
16 Other (specify)
17 Don't know
18 Refused

I:
Box 5 4 7 70 D
Loc 8 18 1 n
Other 16 7 8 24 70 Mixed
Sel 18 1 16 0 on enter

Q: A91
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A91

"Did the (property/money) the offender tried to take belong to you personally, to someone else in the household, or to both you and other household members?"

1 Respondent only
2 Respondent and other household member(s)
3 Other household member(s) only
4 Nonhousehold member(s) only
5 Other (specify)
6 Don't know
7 Refused

I:
Loc 8 7 1 n
Other 5 7 8 24 70 Mixed
Sel 7 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A92
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A92

Ask or Verify

"Was/Were the article(s) IN or ATTACHED to a motor vehicle when the attempt was made to take (it/them)?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Box 2 5 4 70 D
Loc 10 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (A90=1) skipto A93
If (A90=2) skipto A93
If (A90=3) skipto A93
Q: A93
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A93

Ask or Verify

"Was the (cash/purse/wallet) on your person, for instance, in a pocket or being held?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Box 2 5 4 70 D
Loc 10 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A94
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A94

Ask or Verify

Exclude property not belonging to respondent or other household member

"Was there anything (else) the offender(s) tried to take directly from you, for instance, from your pocket or hands, or something that you were wearing?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Box 2 4 7 70 D
Loc 13 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (A90=4) skipto A95
If (A90=5) skipto A95
If (A90=6) skipto A95
If (A90=7) skipto A95
If (A90=8) skipto A95
If (A90=9) skipto A95
If (A90=10) skipto A95
If (A90=11) skipto A95
If (A90=12) skipto A95
If (A90=13) skipto A95
If (A90=14) skipto A95
If (A90=15) skipto A95
If (A90=16) skipto A95
skipto A110

Q: A95
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A95

"Which items did the offender try to take directly from you?"

Do not include cash/purse/wallet. Exclude property not belonging to respondent or other household member.
Mark all that apply

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 Don't know
15 Refused

I:
Box 5 4 10 70 D
Loc 11 15 1 n
Other 13 7 14 24 70 Mixed
If (A90<>4) Show "--" 11 8 2
If (A90<>5) Show "--" 12 8 2
If (A90<>6) Show "--" 13 8 2
If (A90<>7) Show "--" 14 8 2
If (A90<>8) Show "--" 15 8 2
If (A90<>9) Show "--" 16 8 2
If (A90<>10) Show "--" 17 8 2
If (A90<>11) Show "--" 18 8 2
If (A90<>12) Show "--" 19 8 2
If (A90<>13) Show "--" 20 8 2
If (A90<>14) Show "--" 21 8 2
If (A90<>15) Show "--" 22 8 2
If (A90<>16) Show "--" 23 8 2
If (A90=4) Show "Credit cards, checks, bank cards" 11 8 60
If (A90=5) Show "Car" 12 8 60
If (A90=6) Show "Other motor vehicle" 13 8 60
If (A90=7) Show "Part of motor vehicle (tire, hubcap, attached tape deck, etc.)" 14 8 60
If (A90=8) Show "Gasoline or oil" 15 8 60
If (A90=9) Show "Bicycle or parts" 16 8 60
If (A90=10) Show "TV, stereo, other household appliances" 17 8 60
If (A90=11) Show "Silver, china, art objects" 18 8 60
If (A90=12) Show "Other household furnishings (furniture, rugs, etc.)" 19 8 60
If (A90=13) Show "Personal effects (clothing, jewelry, toys, etc.)" 20 8 60
If (A90=14) Show "Handgun (pistol, revolver)" 21 8 60
If (A90=15) Show "Other firearm (rifle, shotgun)" 22 8 60
If (A90=16) Show "Other" 23 8 60
Sel 15 1 13 0 on enter
skipto A110

Q: A96
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A96

"What was taken that belonged to you or others in the household?"

"...Anything else"

Press F1 for descriptive examples

Note- Choice 1 is cash not in wallet or purse
If respondent indicates cash, ask if it was in a stolen purse or wallet. If so, mark 2. If not, mark 1. If both, mark 1 and 2.

1 Cash (not in stolen wallet or purse)
2 Purse/wallet/credit cards
3 Vehicle or parts
4 Household furnishings
5 Personal effects
6 Firearms
7 Miscellaneous
8 Don't know
9 Refused

I:
Box 8 4 16 70 D
Loc 17 9 1 n
Sel 9 1 7 0 on enter
If (ans=8) skipto A97
If (ans=9) skipto A97
If (ans=1) skipto A96a
If ((ans<1)&(ans=2)) skipto A96b
If ((ans<1)&(ans<2)&(ans=3)) skipto A96c
If ((ans<1)&(ans<2)&(ans<3)&(ans=4)) skipto A96d
If ((ans<1)&(ans<2)&(ans<3)&(ans<4)&(ans=5)) skipto A96e
If ((ans<1)&(ans<2)&(ans<3)&(ans<4)&(ans<5)&(ans=6)) skipto A96f
If ((ans<1)&(ans<2)&(ans<3)&(ans<4)&(ans<5)&(ans<6)&(ans=7)) skipto A96g

H:
1 CASH NOT IN STOLEN WALLET OR PURSE
2 PURSE/WALLET/CREDIT CARDS
3 VEHICLE or PARTS-- car, other motor vehicle, part of motor vehicle (tire, hubcap, attached tape deck, cb radio), unattached accessories (unattached radio), gasoline, oil, bicycle or parts
4 HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS- TV, VCR, stereo, household appliances, silver, china, art objects, other household furnishings (e.g., furniture, rugs, etc.)
5 PERSONAL EFFECTS-- portable electronic and photographic gear (TV, camera, calculator, personal stereo), clothing, furs, luggage, briefcase, jewelry, watch, keys, stamp/coin collection, toys, sporting goods, other personal and portable objects
6 FIREARMS- Handgun or other firearm
7 MISC- Tools, machines, office equipment, farm or garden produce, animals, food or liquor, other
Endhelp

Q: A96a
T: 1 8 1 F: "Arial" 8
A96a

Ask or Verify

"How much cash was taken (not including cash in stolen wallet or purse)?"

Enter the total amount of cash taken
Enter Whole Dollar Amount (No Cents/Decimals)
Enter 7777777 (7 sevens) if Don't know
Enter 9999999 (7 nines) if Refused

T: 22 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 2 8 4 70 D
Box 9 8 14 70 D
NUM 0 9999999 8 0 22 25
If (A96=2) skipto A96b
If ((A96<2)&(A96=3)) skipto A96c
If ((A96<2)&(A96<3)&(A96=4)) skipto A96d
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If ((A96<>2)&(A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96=6)) skipto A96f
If ((A96<>2)&(A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96=7)) skipto A96g
skipto A97

Q: A96b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A96b
If unknown, ask
"Which of the following was taken...?"
"...Anything else?"

1 Purse
2 Wallet
3 Credit Cards/Check/Bank Cards
I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Loc 9 3 1 n
Sel 3 1 3 0 on enter
If (A96b=1) skipto A96b1
If (A96b=2) skipto A96b1
If ((A96b=3)&(A96<>3)) skipto A96c
If ((A96b=3)&(A96<>3)&(A96<>4)) skipto A96d
If ((A96b=3)&(A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96=5)) skipto A96e
If ((A96b=3)&(A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96=6)) skipto A96f
If ((A96b=3)&(A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96=7)) skipto A96g
If ((A96b=3)&(A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)) skipto A97

Q: A96b1
T: 1 8 1 F: "Arial" 8
A96b1
"Did it contain money?"
"How much?"
If it contained no money, enter 0
Enter the total amount of cash taken
Enter whole dollar amount (no cents)
Enter 7777777 (7 nines) if Don't know
Enter 9999999 (7 nines) if Refused
T: 1 7 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 7 9 1 4 70 D
NUM 0 9999999 8 0 17 25
If (A96=3) skipto A96c
If ((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)) skipto A96d
If ((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)) skipto A96e
If ((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)) skipto A96f
If ((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96=7)) skipto A96g
If ((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)) skipto A97
If (answer >0) A96at = 1

Q: A96c
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A96c
If unknown, ask

"Which of the following was taken..."

"...Anything else"

1 Car
2 Other Motor Vehicle (MV)
3 Part of MV (tire, hubcap, attached tapedeck, etc.)
4 Unattached MV accessories or equipment
5 Gasoline or oil
6 Bicycle or parts

I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Loc 9 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 6 0 on enter
If (A96=4) skipto A96d
If ((A96<>4)&(A96=5)) skipto A96e
If ((A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)) skipto A96f
If ((A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)) skipto A96g
If ((A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)) skipto A97

Q: A96d
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A96d

If unknown, ask

"Which of the following was taken..."

"...Anything else?"

1 TV, VCR, stereo, other household appliances
2 Silver, china, art objects
3 Other household furnishings (furniture, rugs, etc.)

I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Loc 9 3 1 n
Sel 3 1 3 0 on enter
If (A96=5) skipto A96e
If ((A96<>5)&(A96<>6)) skipto A96f
If ((A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)) skipto A96g
If ((A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)) skipto A97

Q: A96e
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A96e

If unknown, ask

"Which of the following was taken..."

"...Anything else?"

1 Portable electronic and photographic gear (TV, etc.)
2 Clothing, furs, luggage, briefcase
3 Jewelry, watch, keys
4 Collections of stamps, coins, etc.
5 Toys, sports and recreational equipment (not listed above)
6 Other personal and portable objects

I:
If (A96=6) skipto A96f
If ((A96<>6)&(A96=7)) skipto A96g
If ((A96<>6)&(A96<>7)) skipto A97

**Q: A96f**

T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

A96f

If unknown, ask

"Which of the following was taken..."

"...Anything else?"

1 Handgun (pistol, revolver)
2 Other firearm (rifle, shotgun)

I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Loc 9 2 1 n
Sel 2 1 2 0 on enter
If (A96=7) skipto A96g
If (A96<>7) skipto A97

**Q: A96g**

T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

A96g

If unknown, ask

"Which of the following was taken..."

"...Anything else?"

1 Tools, machines, office equipment
2 Farm or garden produce, plants, fruit, logs
3 Animals-pet or livestock
4 Food or liquor
5 Other (specify)

I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Loc 9 5 1 n
Other 5 7 8 24 70 Mixed
Sel 5 1 5 0 on enter

**Q: A97**

T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

A97

"Did the stolen (property/money) belong to you personally, to someone else in the household, or to both you and other household members?"

1 Respondent only
2 Respondent and other household member(s)
3 Other household member(s) only
4 Nonhousehold member(s) only
5 Other (specify)
6 Don't know
Q: A98
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A98

"Had permission to use the (car/motor vehicle) ever been given to the offender(s)?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If ((ans>1)&(A96=1)) skipto A101
If ((ans>1)&(A96=2)&((A96b=1)|(A96b=2))) skipto A101
If ((ans>1)&(A96>2)) skipto A102
If ((ans>1)&(A96=2)&(A96b=3)) skipto A102

Q: A99
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A99

"Did the offender return the (car/motor vehicle) this time?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (A96=1) skipto A101
If ((A96=2)&((A96b=1)|(A96b=2))) skipto A101
If (A96>2) skipto A102
If ((A96=2)&(A96b=3)) skipto A102

Q: A100
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A100

ASK or VERIFY

"Was/Were the article(s) IN or ATTACHED to a motor vehicle when (they were/it was) taken?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Box 2 6 4 70 D
Loc 10 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (A96=1) skipto A101
If ((A96=2)&((A96b=1)|(A96b=2))) skipto A101
If (A96>2) skipto A102
If ((A96=2)&(A96b=3)) skipto A102

Q: A101
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A101
ASK or VERIFY

"Was the (cash/purse/wallet) on your person, for instance, in a pocket or being held?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Box 2 6 4 70 D
Loc 9 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A102
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A102
ASK or VERIFY

"Was there anything (else) the offender(s) took directly from you, for instance, from your pocket or hands, or something that you were wearing?"

Exclude property not belonging to respondent or other household member

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Box 11 4 14 70 D
Loc 16 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If ((ans=1)&((A96=3)|(A96=4)|((A96=5)|(A96=6)|(A96=7)))) skipto A103
If ((ans=1)&((A96=2)&(A96b=3))) skipto A103
If ((ans=1)&((A96<=3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)&(A96<>8)&(A96<>9))) skipto A104
If ((ans=2)&((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)&(A96<>8)&(A96<>9))) skipto A104
If ((ans=3)&((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)&(A96<>8)&(A96<>9))) skipto A104
If ((ans=4)&((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)&(A96<>8)&(A96<>9))) skipto A104
If ((ans=1)&((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)&(A96<>8)&(A96<>9)&(A96b=2))) skipto A106
If ((ans=2)&((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)&(A96<>8)&(A96<>9)&(A96b=2))) skipto A106
If ((ans=3)&((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)&(A96<>8)&(A96<>9)&(A96b=2))) skipto A106
If ((ans=4)&((A96<>3)&(A96<>4)&(A96<>5)&(A96<>6)&(A96<>7)&(A96<>8)&(A96<>9)&(A96b=2))) skipto A106
skipto A106

Q: A103
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A103
Response category for this question is on the next screen. Ask question below and press enter. Fill in the respondent’s answers on next screen.
"Which items did the offender(s) take directly from you?"

Ask if there was anything else and check all that apply.

Do not include cash/purse/wallet

Mark only if it belonged to respondent or other household member

I:
Box 2 4 6 70 D
Box 10 4 16 70 D

Key

Q: A103a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24 Don't Know
25 Refuse

I:
Loc 1 25 1 n
If (A96<>2) Show "--" 1 9 55
If (A96<>3) Show "--" 2 9 55
If (A96<>3) Show "--" 3 9 55
If (A96<>3) Show "--" 4 9 55
If (A96<>3) Show "--" 5 9 55
If (A96<>3) Show "--" 6 9 55
If (A96<>3) Show "--" 7 9 55
If (A96<>4) Show "--" 8 9 55
If (A96<>4) Show "--" 9 9 55
If (A96<>4) Show "--" 10 9 55
If (A96<>5) Show "--" 11 9 55
If (A96<>5) Show "--" 12 9 55
If (A96<>5) Show "--" 13 9 55
If (A96<>5) Show "--" 14 9 55
If (A96<>5) Show "--" 15 9 55
If (A96<>5) Show "--" 16 9 55
If (A96<>6) Show "--" 17 9 55
If (A96<>6) Show "--" 18 9 55
If (A96<>7) Show "--" 19 9 55
If (A96<>7) Show "--" 20 9 55
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If (A96<>7) Show "--" 21 9 55
If (A96<>7) Show "--" 22 9 55
If (A96<>7) Show "--" 23 9 55
If ((A96=2)&(A96b=3)) Show "Credit cards/checks/bank cards" 1 9 65
If ((A96=3)&(A96c=1)) Show "Car" 2 9 65
If ((A96=3)&(A96c=2)) Show "Other motor vehicle" 3 9 65
If ((A96=3)&(A96c=3)) Show "Part of motor vehicle (e.g., tire, hubcap)" 4 9 65
If ((A96=3)&(A96c=4)) Show "Unattached motor vehicle equipment" 5 9 65
If ((A96=3)&(A96c=5)) Show "Gasoline or oil" 6 9 65
If ((A96=3)&(A96c=6)) Show "Bicycle or parts" 7 9 65
If ((A96=4)&(A96d=1)) Show "TV, VCR, stereo, or other household appliances" 8 9 65
If ((A96=4)&(A96d=2)) Show "Silver, china, art objects" 9 9 65
If ((A96=4)&(A96d=3)) Show "Other household furnishings (e.g., furniture)" 10 9 65
If ((A96=5)&(A96e=1)) Show "Portable electronic & photographic gear" 11 9 65
If ((A96=5)&(A96e=2)) Show "Clothing, furs, luggage, briefcase" 12 9 65
If ((A96=5)&(A96e=3)) Show "Jewelry, watch, key" 13 9 65
If ((A96=5)&(A96e=4)) Show "Collection of stamps, coins, etc." 14 9 65
If ((A96=5)&(A96e=5)) Show "Toys, sports and recreation equipment (not listed above)" 15 9 65
If ((A96=5)&(A96e=6)) Show "Other personal and portable objects" 16 9 65
If ((A96=6)&(A96f=1)) Show "Handgun (pistol, revolver)" 17 9 65
If ((A96=6)&(A96f=2)) Show "Other firearm (rifle, shotgun)" 18 9 65
If ((A96=7)&(A96g=1)) Show "Tools, machines, office equip." 19 9 65
If ((A96=7)&(A96g=2)) Show "Farm or garden produce, plants, fruit, logs" 20 9 65
If ((A96=7)&(A96g=3)) Show "Animals- pets or livestock" 21 9 65
If ((A96=7)&(A96g=4)) Show "Food or liquor" 22 9 65
If ((A96=7)&(A96g=5)) Show "Other" 23 9 65
Sel 25 1 23 0 on enter
If ((A96=3)|(A96=4)|(A96=5)|(A96=6)|(A96=7)) skipto A104
If ((A96=2)&(A96b=3)) skipto A104
skipto A106

Q: A104
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A104

"What was the value of the PROPERTY that was taken? Include recovered property. (Exclude any stolen cash, checks/credit cards. If jointly owned with (a) nonhousehold member(s), include only share owned by household members.)

If no value, enter 0
Enter 9999999 (7 nines) if refuse
Enter 7777777 (7 sevens) if don't know
T: 16 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here -->
I:
Box 10 6 14 70 D
NUM 0 9999999 8 0 16 25

Q: A105
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A105

"How did you decide the value of the property that was taken? ...Any other way?"

Mark all that apply

1 Original Cost
2 Replacement Cost
3 Personal estimate of current value
4 Insurance report estimate
5 Police estimate
6 Other (specify)
7 Don't know
8 Refused

I:
Box 6 6 8 70 D
Loc 10 8 1 n
Other 6 7 8 24 70 Mixed
Sel 8 1 6 0 on enter

Q: A106
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A106

"Was all or part of the stolen (money/property) recovered, not counting anything received from insurance?"

1 All
2 Part
3 None
4 Don't know
5 Refused

I:
Loc 7 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans=1) skipto AchkO
If (ans=3) skipto A109
If (ans=2) skipto A107
If (ans=4) skipto A109
If (ans=5) skipto A109

Q: A107
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A107

"What was recovered? ...Anything else?"

Mark all that apply

Note that Choice 1 is Cash Only. Only check option if ONLY stolen cash was recovered and there were other stolen items NOT recovered.

1 Only cash recovered
2 Purse
3 Wallet
4 Credit cards, checks, bank cards
5 Car or other motor vehicle
6 Property other than above
7 Don't know
8 Refused

I:
Box 5 4 11 70 D
Loc 13 8 1 n
Sel 8 1 6 0 on enter
If (ans=1) skipto A107a
If (ans=2) skipto A107b
If (ans=3) skipto A107b
skipto AChkO

Q: A107a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A107a
"How much cash was recovered?"

Do not include cash in a recovered wallet or purse

Enter whole dollar amount (no cents)
Enter 7777777 (7 sevens) if Don't know
Enter 9999999 (7 nines) if Refused
T: 20 4 1 Font: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 5 5 11 70 D
NUM 0 9999999 8 0 20 20
skipto AChkO

Q: A107b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A107b

"Did the recovered (purse/wallet) contain any money?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans=2) skipto AChkO
If (ans=3) skipto AChkO
If (ans=4) skipto AChkO

Q: A107c
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A107c

"How much (in the purse/wallet)?"

Enter 0 if no cash in the purse/wallet
Enter whole dollar amount (no cents)
Enter 7777777 (7 sevens) if Don't know
Enter 9999999 (7 nines) if Refused
T: 20 4 1 Font: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 5 5 10 70 D
NUM 0 9999999 8 0 20 20

Q: AChkO
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
AChkO

Was any PROPERTY other than cash, checks, or credit cards recovered? (If not sure, ask)

1 Yes
2 No
I:
Box 3 5 6 70 D
Loc 8 2 1 n
Sel 2 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans=2) skipto A109
Q: A108
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A108
"Considering any damage, what was the value of the property after it was recovered? (Do not include recovered cash, checks, or credit cards.)"
Enter 7777777 (7 sevens) if Don't know
Enter 9999999 (7 nines) if Refused
T: 17 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 8 5 11 70 D
NUM 0 9999999 8 0 17 25

Q: A109
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A109
"Was the theft reported to an insurance company?"
1 Yes
2 No or don't have insurance
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A110
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A110
"(Other than the stolen property), was anything that belonged to you or other members of the household damaged in this incident?"
Probe:
"For example, was (a lock or window broken/clothing damaged/damage done to a car), or something else?"
1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 13 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans=2) skip to A115
If (ans=3) skip to A115
If (ans=4) skip to A115

Q: A111
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A111
"Was/Were the damaged item(s) repaired or replaced?"
1 Yes, all
2 Yes, part
3 No, none
Q: A112
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A112
"How much would it cost to repair or replace the damaged item(s)?"

Enter Whole Dollar Amount
Enter 0 if "none/no cost"
Enter 9999999 (7 nines) if Refused
Enter 7777777 (7 sevens) if Don't know
T: 17 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 6 5 11 70 D
NUM 0 9999999 8 0 17 25
If (ans=0) skipto A115
skipto A114

Q: A113
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A113
"How much was the repair or replacement cost?"

Enter Whole Dollar Amount
Enter 0 if "none/no cost"
Enter 9999999 (7 nines) if Refused
Enter 7777777 (7 sevens) if Don't know
T: 17 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 6 5 11 70 D
NUM 0 9999999 8 0 17 25
If (ans=0) skipto A115

Q: A114
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A114
"Who (paid/will pay) for the repairs or replacement? ...Anyone else?"

Mark all that apply

1 Items will not be repaired or replaced
2 Household member/Respondent
3 Landlord or landlord's insurance
4 Victim's (or household's) insurance
5 Offender
6 Other (specify)
7 Don't know
8 Refused
I:
Box 6 6 8 70 D
Loc 10 8 1 n
Q: A115
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A115

"Were the police informed or did they find out about this incident in any way?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans=2) skipto A117
If (ans=3) skipto A130
If (ans=4) skipto A130

Q: A116
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A116

"How did the police find out about it?"

Read choices, Mark FIRST answer which applies

1 Respondent
2 Other household member
3 Someone official called police (guard, apt. manager, etc.)
4 Someone else
5 Police were at scene
6 Offender was a police officer
7 Some other way (specify)
8 Don't know
9 Refused

I:
Box 5 4 7 70 D
Loc 9 9 1 n
Other 7 7 8 24 70 Mixed
Sel 9 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans=1) skipto A119
If (ans=2) skipto A121
If (ans=3) skipto A121
If (ans=4) skipto A121
If (ans=5) skipto A123
If (ans=6) skipto A124
If (ans=7) skipto A124
If (ans=8) skipto A124
If (ans=9) skipto A124

Q: A117
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A117

"What was the reason it was not reported to the police? (Can you tell me a little more?)"

"...Any other reason?"
Probe:
"Was the reason because you dealt with it another way, it wasn't important enough to you, insurance wouldn't cover it, police couldn't do anything, police wouldn't help, or was there some other reason?"

Press F1 for descriptive examples
Mark all that apply

1. Dealt with another way
2. Not important enough to respondent
3. Insurance wouldn't cover
4. Police couldn't do anything
5. Police wouldn't help
6. Other reason
7. Respondent not present or doesn't know why it wasn't reported
8. Refused

I:
Box 13 4 16 70 D
Loc 17 8 1 n
Sel 8 1 7 0 on enter
If (ans=7) skipto A130
If (ans=8) skipto A130
If (ans=1) skipto A117a
If (ans=2) skipto A117b
If (ans=3) skipto A117c
If (ans=4) skipto A117d
If (ans=5) skipto A117e
If (ans=6) skipto A117f

H:
1. DEALT WITH ANOTHER WAY-- Reported to another official (guard, apt. manager, school official, etc.), private or personal matter dealt with informally or taken care of myself, told offender's parent
2. NOT IMPORTANT ENOUGH TO RESPONDENT-- minor or unsuccessful crime small or no loss, recovered property, "kid stuff", not clear it was a crime or that harm was intended
3. INSURANCE WOULDN'T COVER-- No insurance, less than deductible
4. POLICE COULDN'T DO ANYTHING- Didn't find out until too late, could not recover or identify property, could not find or identify offender, lack of proof
5. POLICE WOULDN'T HELP-- would not think it was important enough, wouldn't want to be bothered or get involved, would be inefficient or ineffective (arrive late or not at all, wouldn't do good job), would be biased, would harass/insult, cause trouble, offender was police officer
6. OTHER REASON-- Did not want to get offender in trouble, advised not to report to police, afraid of reprisal, did not want or could not take time, inconvenient, other reason
7. RESPONDENT NOT PRESENT OR, DOESN'T KNOW
8. REFUSED

Endhelp

Q: A117a
T: 1 4 1 F: ));"Arial" 8
A117a

Ask or verify

Reason(s) why it wasn't reported to police
- (Dealt with another way)
"...Anything else"

1. Reported to another official (guard, apt. manager, school official, etc.)
2. Private or personal matter or took care of it myself or informally; told offender's parent

I:
Box 2 7 7 70 D
Loc 12 2 2 n
Sel 2 1 2 0 on enter
If (A117=2) skipto A117b
If ((A117<>2)&(A117=3)) skipto A117c
If ((A117<>2)&(A117<>3)&(A117=4)) skipto A117d
If ((A117<>2)&(A117<>3)&(A117<>4)&(A117=5)) skipto A117e
If ((A117<>2)&(A117<>3)&(A117<>4)&(A117<>5)&(A117=6)) skipto A117f
If ((A117<>2)&(A117<>3)&(A117<>4)&(A117<>5)&(A117<>6)) skipto A118

Q: A117b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A117b
Ask or Verify
Reason(s) why it wasn't reported to police
- (Not important enough to respondent)
"...Anything else"

1 Minor or unsuccessful crime, small or no loss, recovered property
2 Child offender(s), 'kid stuff'
3 Not clear it was a crime or that harm was intended
I:
Box 2 5 7 70 D
Loc 12 3 2 n
Sel 3 1 3 0 on enter
If (A117=3) skipto A117c
If ((A117<>3)&(A117=4)) skipto A117d
If ((A117<>3)&(A117<>4)&(A117=5)) skipto A117e
If ((A117<>3)&(A117<>4)&(A117<>5)&(A117=6)) skipto A117f
If ((A117<>3)&(A117<>4)&(A117<>5)&(A117<>6)) skipto A118

Q: A117c
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A117c
Ask or Verify
Reason(s) why it wasn't reported to police
- (Insurance wouldn't cover)
"...Anything else"

1 No insurance, loss less than deductible, etc.
I:
Box 2 5 7 70 D
Loc 12 1 1 n
Sel 1 1 1 0 on enter
If (A117=4) skipto A117d
If ((A117<>4)&(A117=5)) skipto A117e
If ((A117<>4)&(A117<>5)&(A117=6)) skipto A117f
If ((A117<>4)&(A117<>5)&(A117<>6)) skipto A118

Q: A117d
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A117d
Ask or Verify
Reason(s) why it wasn't reported to police
- (Police couldn't do anything)
"...Anything else"

1 Didn't find out until too late
2 Could not recover or identify property
3 Could not find or identify offender, lack of proof

I:
Box 2 5 7 70 D
Loc 12 3 1 n
Sel 3 1 3 0 on enter
If (A117=5) skipto A117e
If ((A117<5)&(A117=6)) skipto A117f
If ((A117<5)&(A117<6)) skipto A118

Q: A117e
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A117e

Ask or Verify

Reason(s) why it wasn't reported to police
- (Police wouldn't help)

"...Anything else"

1 Police wouldn't think it was important enough, wouldn't want to be bothered or get involved.
2 Police would be inefficient, ineffective (they'd arrive late or not at all, wouldn't do good job, etc.)
3 Police would be biased, would harass/insult respondent, cause respondent trouble, etc.
4 Offender was police officer

I:
Box 2 4 7 70 D
Loc 12 4 2 n
Sel 4 1 4 0 on enter
If (A117=6) skipto A117f
If (A117<6) skipto A118

Q: A117f
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A117f

Ask or Verify

Reason(s) why it wasn't reported to police
- (Other Reason(s))

"...Anything else"

1 Did not want to get offender in trouble w/law
2 Was advised not to report it to police
3 Afraid of reprisal by offender or others
4 Didn't want to or couldn't take time - too inconvenient
5 Other (specify)

I:
Box 2 4 7 70 D
Loc 12 5 1 n
Other 5 7 8 24 70 Mixed
Sel 5 1 5 0 on enter

Q: A118
T: 1 1 1 F: "Arial" 8
A118 "Which of these would you say was the MOST important reason why the incident was not reported to the police?"
Interviewer-- If only one entry from 1-18, mark w/o asking

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19 No one reason more important
20 Don't know or doesn't know why it wasn't reported
21 Refused

I:
Loc 5 2 1 1 n
If (A117<>1) show "--" 5 6 2
If (A117<>1) show "--" 6 6 2
If (A117<>2) show "--" 7 6 2
If (A117<>2) show "--" 8 6 2
If (A117<>3) show "--" 9 6 2
If (A117<>3) show "--" 10 6 2
If (A117<>4) show "--" 11 6 2
If (A117<>4) show "--" 12 6 2
If (A117<>4) show "--" 13 6 2
If (A117<>5) show "--" 14 6 2
If (A117<>5) show "--" 15 6 2
If (A117<>5) show "--" 16 6 2
If (A117<>5) show "--" 17 6 2
If (A117<>6) show "--" 18 6 2
If (A117<>6) show "--" 19 6 2
If (A117<>6) show "--" 20 6 2
If (A117<>6) show "--" 21 6 2
If (A117<>6) show "--" 22 6 2
If ((A117=1)&(A117a=1)) show "Reported to another official" 5 6 67
If ((A117=1)&(A117a=2)) show "Private or personal matter or took care of myself" 6 6 67
If ((A117=2)&(A117b=1)) show "Minor or unsuccessful crime, small or no loss, recovered property" 7 6 67
If ((A117=2)&(A117b=2)) show "Child offender(s), kid stuff" 8 6 67
If ((A117=2)&(A117b=3)) show "Not clear it was a crime or that harm was intended" 9 6 67
If ((A117=3)&(A117c=1)) show "No insurance, loss less than deductible, etc." 10 6 67
If ((A117=4)&(A117d=1)) show "Didn't find out until too late" 11 6 67
If ((A117=4)&(A117d=2)) show "Could not recover or identify property" 12 6 67
If ((A117=4)&(A117d=3)) show "Could not find or identify offender, lack of proof" 13 6 67
If ((A117=5)&(A117e=1)) show "Police wouldn't think it was important enough" 14 6 67
If ((A117=5)&(A117e=2)) show "Police would be inefficient/ineffective (arrive late, etc)" 15 6 67
If ((A117=5)&(A117e=3)) show "Police would be biased, would harass/insult, cause R. trouble" 16 6 67
If ((A117=5)&(A117e=4)) show "Offender was police officer" 17 6 67
If ((A117=6)&(A117f=1)) show "Did not want to get offender in trouble w/ law" 18 6 67
If ((A117=6)&(A117f=2)) show "Was advised not to report to police" 19 6 67
If ((A117=6)&(A117f=3)) show "Afraid of reprisal by offender or others" 20 6 67
If ((A117=6)&(A117f=4)) show "Did not want to or could not take time, too inconvenient" 21 6 67
If ((A117=6)&(A117f=5)) show "Other reason" 22 6 63
Sel 21 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A130
Q: A119
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8

A119
"Besides the fact that it was a crime, did YOU have any other reason for reporting this incident to the police? Any other reason?"

Probe:
"Did you report it to get help with this incident, to recover your loss, to stop or punish the offender, to let police know about it, or was there some other reason?"

Mark all that apply

1  Stop or prevent this incident from happening
2  Needed help after incident due to injury, etc.
3  To recover property
4  To collect insurance
5  To prevent further crimes against respondent/household by offender
6  To stop offender from committing other crimes against others
7  To punish offender
8  Catch or find offender -other reason or no reason given
9  To improve police surveillance of respondent's home, area, etc.
10 Duty to let police know about crime
11 Other reason (specify)
12 No other reason
13 Don't know
14 Refused

I:
Box 9 5 11 70 D
Loc 12 14 1 n
Other 11 7 8 24 70 Mixed
Sel 14 1 12 0 on enter
If (total A119 <2) skipto A121
If (ans=12) skipto A121
If (ans=13) skipto A121
If (ans=14) skipto A121

Q: A120
T: 1 1 1 F: "Arial" 8

A120
"Which of these would you say was the MOST important reason why the incident was reported to the police?"

Pick only one

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 No one reason more important
13 Because it was a crime was most important
14 Don't know
15 Refused

I:
Box 5 2 7 70 D
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Q: A121
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A121

"Did the police come when they found out about the incident?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Respondent went to police
4  Don't know
5  Refused

I:
Loc 6 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
If (answer = 1 ) skip to A122
If (answer = 2 ) skip to A124
If (answer = 4 ) skip to A124
If (answer = 3 ) skip to A123
If (answer = 5 ) skip to A124

Q: A122
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A122

"How soon after the police found out did they respond? Was it within 5 minutes, within 10 minutes, an hour, a day, or longer?"

Mark the first category the respondent is SURE of

1  Within 5 minutes
2  Within 10 minutes
3  Within an hour
4  Within a day
5  Longer than a day
6  Don't know how soon
7  Refused
"What did they do while they were there? ...Anything else?"

Mark all that apply

1. Took report
2. Searched/looked around
3. Took evidence (fingerprints, inventory, etc.)
4. Questioned witnesses or suspects
5. Promised surveillance
6. Promised to investigate
7. Made arrest
8. Other (specify)
9. Don't know
10. Refused

"Did you (or anyone in your household) have any later contact with the police about the incident?"

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
4. Refused

"Did the police get in touch with you or did you get in touch with them?"

1. Police contacted respondent or other household member
2. Respondent (or other household member) contacted police
3. Both
4. Other (specify)
5. Don't know
6. Refused
Q: A126
T: "Arial" 8
A126
"Was that in person, by phone, or some other way?"

1  In person
2  Not in person (by phone, mail, etc.)
3  Both in person and not in person
4  Don't know
5  Refused
I:
Loc 5 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A127
T: "Arial" 8
A127
"What did the police do in following up this incident?...Anything else?"

Mark all that apply

1  Took report
2  Questioned witnesses or suspects
3  Did or promised surveillance/investigation
4  Recovered property
5  Made arrest
6  Stayed in touch with Respondent/household
7  Other (specify)
8  Nothing (to Respondent's knowledge)
9  Don't know
10  Refused
I:
Box 6 5 8 70 D
Loc 10 10 1 n
Other 7 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 10 1 8 0 on enter

Q: A128
T: "Arial" 8
A128
"Did you (or someone in your household) sign a complaint against the offender(s) to the police department or the authorities?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused
I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A129
T: "Arial" 8
A129
ASK or VERIFY

"As far as you know, was anyone arrested or were charges brought against anyone in connection with this incident?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Box 2 6 4 7 0 D
Loc 9 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A130
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A130

"Did you (or someone in your household) receive any help or advice from any office or agency -other than the police- that deals with victims of crime?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If ((ans > 1) & (A115=1)) skipto A132
If ((ans > 1) & (A115<>1)) skipto A135

Q: A131
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A131

"Was that a government or private agency?"

1  Government
2  Private
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (A115=1) skipto A132
If (A115<>1) skipto A135

Q: A132
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A132

"Have you (or someone in your household) had contact with any other authorities about this incident (such as a prosecutor, court, or juvenile officer)?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans > 1) skipto A134

Q: A133
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A133

"Which authorities? ...Any others?"
Mark all that apply

1 Prosecutor, district attorney
2 Magistrate
3 Court
4 Juvenile, probation or parole officer
5 Other (specify)
6 Don't know
7 Refused
I:
Box 5 6 7 70 D
Loc 9 7 1 n
Other 5 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 7 1 5 0 on enter

Q: A134
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A134

"Do you expect the police, courts, or other authorities will be doing anything further in connection with this incident?"

1 Yes (specify)
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Other 1 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A135
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A135

ASK or VERIFY

"What were you doing when this incident (happened/started)?"

1 Working or on duty
2 On the way to or from work
3 On the way to or from school
4 On the way to or from other place
5 Shopping, errands
6 Attending school
7 Leisure activity away from home
8 Sleeping
9 Other activities at home
10 Other (specify)
11 Don't know
12 Refused
I:
Box 2 5 4 70 D
Q: A136
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A136

ASK or VERIFY

"Did you have a job at the time of the incident?"

   1 Yes
   2 No
   3 Don't know
   4 Refused

I:
Box 2 6 4 70 D
Loc 8 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans=1) skip to A138

Q: A137
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A137

"What was your major activity the week of the incident - were you looking for work, keeping house, going to school, or doing something else?"

   1 Looking for work
   2 Keeping house
   3 Going to school
   4 Unable to work
   5 Retired
   6 Other (specify)
   7 Don't know
   8 Refused

I:
Loc 7 8 1 n
Other 6 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 8 1 1 0 on enter
skip to A151

Q: A138
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A138

"Which of the following best describes your job at the time of the incident? Were you employed in the..."

Read categories until you get a "yes"

   1 Medical profession?
   2 Mental health services field?
   3 Teaching profession?
   4 Law enforcement or security field?
   5 Retail sales?
   6 Transportation field?
   7 Or, something else? (specify)
   8 Don't know
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9 Refused
I:
Box 6 5 8 70 D
Loc 9 9 1 n
Other 7 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 9 1 1 0 on enter
if (ans=1) skipto A138a
if (ans=2) skipto A138b
if (ans=3) skipto A138c
if (ans=4) skipto A138d
if (ans=5) skipto A138e
if (ans=6) skipto A138f
skipto A139

Q: A138a
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A138a
"As a...?"
Read categories until you get a "yes"

1 Physician?
2 Nurse?
3 Technician?
4 Other (specify)
I:
Box 5 5 7 70 D
Loc 9 4 1 n
Other 4 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A139

Q: A138b
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A138b
"Are your duties...?"
Read categories until you get a "yes"

1 Professional (social worker/psychiatrist)?
2 Custodial Care?
3 Other (specify)
I:
Box 5 5 7 70 D
Loc 9 3 1 n
Other 3 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 3 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A139

Q: A138c
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A138c
"Are you employed in a...?"
Read categories until you get a "yes"

1 Preschool?
2 Elementary school?
3 Junior high or middle school?
4 High school?
5 College or university?
6 Technical or industrial school?
7 Special education facility?
8 Other (specify)
I:
Box 5 5 7 70 D
Loc 9 8 1 n
Other 8 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 8 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A139

Q: A138d
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A138d

"Were you employed as a...?"

Read categories until you get a "yes"

1 Law Enforcement officer?
2 Prison or jail guard?
3 Security guard?
4 Other (specify)
I:
Box 5 5 7 70 D
Loc 9 4 1 n
Other 4 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A139

Q: A138e
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A138e

"Were you employed as a...?"

Read categories until you get a "yes"

1 Convenience or liquor store clerk?
2 Gas station attendant?
3 Bartender?
4 Other (specify)
I:
Box 5 5 7 70 D
Loc 9 4 1 n
Other 4 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
skipto A139

Q: A138f
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A138f

"Were you employed as a...?"

Read categories until you get a "yes"
1 Bus driver?
2 Taxi cab driver?
3 Other (specify)

I:
Box 5 5 7 70 D
Loc 9 3 1 n
Other 3 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 3 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A139
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A139

ASK or VERIFY

"Was your job with..."

Read categories until you get a "yes"

1 A private company, business, or individual for wages?
2 The Federal government?
3 A State, county, or local government?
4 Yourself (self-employed) in your own business/professional practice/farm?
5 Don't know
6 Refused

I:
Box 2 5 4 70 D
Box 8 5 10 70 D
Loc 12 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A140
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A140

"While working at this job, did you work mostly in...

Read categories until you get a yes

1 A city?
2 Suburban area?
3 Rural area?
4 Combination of any of these?
5 Don't know
6 Refused

I:
Box 5 5 7 70 D
Loc 9 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A141
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A141

ASK or VERIFY

"Did this incident happen at your work site?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Other (specify)  
4 Don't know  
5 Refused  

I:  
Box 2 5 4 70 D  
Loc 9 5 1 n  
Other 3 7 14 24 70 Mixed  
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter  

Q: A142  
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8  
A142  
"Did you usually work days or nights?"  

1 Days  
2 Nights  
3 Both days and nights/rotating shifts  
4 Don't know  
5 Refused  

I:  
Loc 5 5 1 n  
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter  
If ((A31<2)|(A31>11)) skipto A147  

Q: A143  
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8  
A143  
"Did YOU lose time from work because of the injuries you suffered in this incident?"  

1 Yes  
2 No  
3 Don't know  
4 Refused  

I:  
Loc 6 4 1 n  
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter  
If (ans=2) skipto A147  
If (ans=3) skipto A147  
If (ans=4) skipto A147  

Q: A144  
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8  
A144  
"How much time did you lose because of injuries?"  
enter '0' if less than one day  
enter '7777' if the respondent doesn't know  
enter '9999' if the respondent refused  

T: 15 4 1 F: "Arial" 8  
Enter here ->  
I:  
Box 6 6 10 70 D  
NUM 0 9999 5 0 15 25  
if (ans=0) skipto A147  
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Q: A145
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A145

"During these days, did you lose any pay that was not covered by unemployment insurance, sick leave, or some other source?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans=2) skipto A147
If (ans=3) skipto A147
If (ans=4) skipto A147

Q: A146
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A146

"How much pay did you lose?"

Enter '7777777' (7 sevens) if the respondent doesn't know
Enter '9999999' (7 nines) if the respondent refused

T: 12 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 4 5 7 70 D
NUM 0 9999999 8 0 12 25

Q: A147
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A147

"Did YOU lose any (other) time from work because of this incident for such things as cooperating with a police investigation, testifying in court, or repairing or replacing damaged or stolen property?"

Mark all that apply, if 'none' mark #6

1 Police related activities
2 Court related activities
3 Repairing damaged property
4 Replacing stolen items
5 Other (specify)
6 None (did not lose time from work for any of these reasons)
7 Don't know
8 Refused

I:
Box 8 5 10 70 D
Loc 12 8 1 n
Other 5 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 8 1 5 0 on enter
If (ans=6) skipto A151
If (ans=7) skipto A151
If (ans=8) skipto A151

Q: A148
"How many days did you lose altogether because of..."

Name reasons listed below
Enter '0' if less than one day
Enter '7777' if respondent doesn't know
Enter '99999' if respondent refused

REASONS (mentioned on A147)

"During these days, did you lose any pay that was not covered by unemployment insurance, sick leave, or some other source?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

"How much pay did you lose?"

Enter whole dollar amount only
Enter '7777777' (7 sevens) if the respondent doesn't know
Enter '9999999' (7 nines) if the respondent refused
Q: A151
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A151

"Were there any (other) household members 16 years or older who lost time from work because of this incident?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: A152
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A152

"How much time did they lose altogether?"

Enter '0' if less than one day
Enter '7777' if the respondent doesn't know
Enter '9999' if the respondent refused

Q: A153
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A153

ASK or VERIFY

"You told me earlier you were on the way (to/from) (work/school/someplace) when the incident happened? What means of transportation were you using?"

1 Car, truck, van
2 Motorcycle
3 Bicycle
4 On foot
5 School bus (private or public)
6 Bus or trolley
7 Subway or rapid transit
8 Train
9 Taxi
10 Other (specify)
11 Don't know
12 Refused

I:
Box 2 5 4 70 D
Loc 10 12 1 n
Other 10 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 12 1 1 0 on enter
If (AchkB<>2) skipto A161
If ((AchkB=2)&(AchkC>1)) skipto A161
If ((AchkB=2)&(AchkC=1)&(AchkD<>2)) skipto A161
If ((AchkB=2)&(AchkC=1)&(AchkD=2)) skipto A154

Q: A154
T: 1 2 1 F: "Arial" 8
A154

"You have told me about the most recent incident. How many times did this kind of thing happen to you during the last 12 months?"
enter "7777" if the R doesn't know
enter "9999" if the R refuses

T: 15 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 6 3 9 70 D
NUM 0 9999 5 0 15 25
If (ans<6) skipto A161
If (ans=7777) skipto A154a
skipto A155

Q: A154a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A154a

"Is that (don't know # of times) because there is no way of knowing, or because it happened too many times, or is there some other reason?"
1 No way of knowing
2 Happened too many times
3 Some other reason (specify)
4 Don't know
5 Refused
I:
Loc 7 5 1 n
Other 3 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A155
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A155

"In what month or months did these incidents take place?"
1 January, February, and/or March
2 April, May, and/or June
3 July, August, and/or September
4 October, November, and/or December
5 Don't know
6 Refused

I:
Loc 6 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 4 0 on enter
if (ans=5) skipto A156
if (ans=6) skipto A156
If (ans=1) skipto A155a
If ((ans<>1)&(ans=2)) skipto A155b
If ((ans<>1)&(ans<>2)&(ans=3)) skipto A155c
If ((ans<>1)&(ans<>2)&(ans<>3)&(ans=4)) skipto A155d

Q: A155a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A155a

"How many in (January, February, and/or March)?"

Enter 7777 if don't know
Enter 9999 if refused

T: 15 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 4 5 7 70 D
NUM 0 9999 5 0 15 25
If (A155=2) skipto A155b
If ((A155<>2)&(A155=3)) skipto A155c
If ((A155<>2)&(A155<>3)&(A155=4)) skipto A155d
skipto A156

Q: A155b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A155b

"How many in (April, May, and/or June)?"

Enter 7777 if don't know
Enter 9999 if refused

T: 15 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 4 5 7 70 D
NUM 0 9999 5 0 15 25
If (A155=3) skipto A155c
If ((A155<>3)&(A155=4)) skipto A155d
skipto A156

Q: A155c
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A155c

"How many in (July, August, and/or September)?"

Enter 7777 if don't know
Enter 9999 if refused

T: 15 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 4 5 7 70 D
NUM 0 9999 5 0 15 25
If (A155=4) skipto A155d
skipto A156

Q: A155d
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A155d

"How many in (October, November, and/or December)?"

Enter 7777 if don't know
Enter 9999 if refused

T: 15 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 4 5 7 70 D
NUM 0 9999 5 0 15 25

Q: A156
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A156

"Did all, some, or none of these incidents occur in the same place?"

1 All in the same place
2 Some in the same place
3 None in the same place
4 Don't know
5 Refused
I:
Loc 6 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A157
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A157

"Were all, some, or none of these incidents done by the same person?"

1 All by same person
2 Some by same person
3 None by same person
4 Don't know
5 Refused
I:
Loc 6 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
if (ans=4) skipto A159
if (ans=5) skipto A159

Q: A158
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A158

"What (was/were) the offender(s) relationship(s) to you? For example, a friend, spouse, schoolmate, etc."
Mark all that apply

1 Spouse at time of incident
2 Ex-spouse at time of incident
3 Parent or step-parent
4 Other relative (specify)
5 Friend or ex-friend
6 Neighbor
7 Schoolmate
8 Roommate, boarder
9 Stranger
10 Other non-relative (specify)
11 Don't know
12 Refused

Q: A159
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A159

"Did the same thing happen each time?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: A159a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A159a

"How did the incidents differ?"
Enter Don't know or refuse if applicable

Q: A160
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A160

"Is the trouble still going on?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
Q: A160a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A160a

"What ended it?"

Enter Don't know or refuse if applicable

I:
Box 5 5 7 70 D
Opn 15 5 24 70 Mixed S

Q: AChkV
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
AChkV

Mark the ONE category which best describes this series of incidents.
Press F1 for complete descriptions.

1  Completed or threatened violence in the course of victim's job
2  Completed or threatened violence between spouses/relatives/friends, etc.
3  Completed or threatened violence at school or on school property
4  Other contact crimes- other violence/pocket picking/purse snatching, etc.
5  Theft/attempted theft of motor vehicles
6  Theft/attempted theft of motor vehicle parts (tire/battery)
7  Theft/attempted theft of contents of motor vehicle (unattached parts)
8  Theft or attempted theft at school or on school property
9  Illegal entry/attempt to enter victim's home/second home, hotel, etc.
10 Theft/attempted theft from home/visinity by person(s) known to victim
11 Theft/attempted theft from home/visinity by person(s) unknown to victim
12 Other theft or attempted theft (at work, while shopping, etc.)
13 Don't know

I:
Box 2 4 5 70 D
Loc 6 13 1 n
Other 4 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Other 12 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 13 11 0 on enter

H:
CONTACT CRIMES-
-completed or threatened violence in the course of victim's job
-completed or threatened violence between spouses, relatives, friends, etc.
-completed or threatened violence at school or on school property
-other contact crimes (other violence, pocket picking, purse snatching, etc.)

NONCONTACT CRIMES
-theft or attempted theft of motor vehicles
-theft or attempted theft of motor vehicle parts (e.g., tire, battery, attached stereo)
-theft or attempted theft of contents of motor vehicle, including unattached parts
-theft or attempted theft at school or on school property
-illegal entry of, or attempt to enter, victim's home, other building on property, second home, hotel, motel
-theft or attempted theft from victim's home or vicinity of person(s) known to victim (roomate, babysitter, etc.)
-theft or attempted theft from victim's home or vicinity of person(s) unknown to victim
-other theft or attempted theft (at work, while shopping, etc.)

ENDHELP

Q: A161
"Hate crimes or crimes of prejudice or bigotry occur when (an offender/offenders) target(s) people because of one or more of their characteristics or religious beliefs."

"Do you have any reason to suspect the incident just discussed was a hate crime or crime of prejudice or bigotry?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: A162a

"An offender/offenders can target people for a variety of reasons, but we are only going to ask you about a few today. Do you suspect the offender(s) targeted you because of your race?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: A162b

"...because of your religion?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: A162c

"...because of your ethnic background or national origin (for example, people of Hispanic origin)"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
Q: A162d
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A162d
"...because of any disability (by this I mean physical, mental, or developmental disabilities) you may have?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A162e
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A162e
"...because of your gender?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A162f
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A162f
"...because of your sexual orientation?"
If "Yes," SAY - "By this we mean homosexual, bisexual, or heterosexual"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Box 4 4 7 70 D
Loc 9 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A163a
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
A163a
"Some offenders target people because they associate with certain people or the (offender perceives/offenders perceive) them as having certain characteristics or religious beliefs."

"Do you suspect you were targeted because of your association with people who have certain characteristics or religious beliefs (for example, a multiracial couple)?"

1 Yes (Specify why respondent suspects he/she targeted)
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Q: A163b  
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A163b

"Do you suspect you were targeted because of the offender(s)'s perception of your characteristics or religious beliefs (for example, the offender(s) though you were Jewish because you went into a synagogue?)"

1 Yes (Specify why respondent suspects he/she targeted)  
2 No  
3 Don't know  
4 Refused  
I:  
Loc 8 4 1 n  
Other 1 7 4 17 70  
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter  
If ((A162a=1)|(A162b=1)|(A162c=1)|(A162d=1)|(A162e=1)|(A162f=1)) skipto A164  
If ((A163a=1)|(A163b=1)) skipto A164  
skipto Arev

Q: A164  
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A164

"Do you have any evidence that this incident was a hate crime or crime of prejudice or bigotry?"

If "No" or "Don't know" or "Refuse," ASK--

"Did the offender(s) say something, write anything, or leave anything behind at the crime scene that would suggest you were targeted because of your characteristics or religious beliefs?"

1 Yes  
2 No  
3 Don't know  
4 Refused  
I:  
Box 6 4 13 79 D  
Loc 15 4 1 n  
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter  
If (ans>1) skipto Arev

Q: A165a  
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A165a

"The next questions ask about the evidence you have that makes you suspect this incident was a hate crime or a crime of prejudice or bigotry. As I read the following questions, please tell me if any of the following happened..."

"Did the offender(s) make fun of you, make negative comments, use slang, hurtful words, or abusive language?"

1 Yes  
2 No  
3 Don't know  
4 Refused  
I:  
Loc 11 4 1 n  
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
Q: A165b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A165b

"Were any hate symbols present at the crime scene to indicate the offender(s) targeted you for a particular reason (for example, a swastika, graffiti on walls of a temple, a burning cross, or written words?)"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 8 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A165c
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A165c

"Did a police investigation confirm the offender(s) targeted you (for example, did the offender(s) confess a motive, or did the police find books, journals, or pictures that indicated the offender(s) (was/were) prejudiced against people with certain characteristics or religious beliefs?)"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 9 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A165d
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A165d

"Do you know the offender(s) (has/have) committed similar hate crimes or crimes of prejudice or bigotry in the past?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A165e
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A165e

"Did the incident occur on or near a holiday, event, location, gathering place, or building commonly associated with a specific group (for example, at the Gay Pride March or at a synagogue, Korean church, or gay bar?)"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 8 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
Q: A165f
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A165f

"Have other hate crimes or crimes of prejudice or bigotry happened to you or in your area/neighborhood where people have been targeted?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A165g
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A165g

"Do your feelings, instincts, or perceptions lead you to suspect this incident was a hate crime or crime of prejudice or bigotry, but you do not have enough evidence to know for sure?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: A166
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
A166

"At any time, did you tell the police that you believed the incident was a hate crime or crime of prejudice or bigotry?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: Arev
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Arev

Enter any details about the incident that are not provided in the answer categories and that will help clarify the incident.

If none, type NA and press enter.

I:
Box 2 3 8 70 D
Opn 11 6 24 70 Mixed

Q: EndA
"Press enter to continue."

```
I:
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c+v43c+v44b+v45b+v46f)
IF (Icount = 1) skipto EndLoop
IF (Icount>=1) ILoop=2
```

**Q: B1**

"Press enter to continue."

```
(B1) Now I will be asking questions about the incidents you described. I'll begin with the second incident mentioned:

Read 2 Below
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I:
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v42c+v43c+v44b+v45b+v46f)
IF (Icount = 2) skipto EndLoop
IF (Icount>2) ILoop=3
Key

Q: C1
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
(C1) Now I will be asking questions about the incidents you described. I'll begin with the third incident mentioned:

Read 3 Below

Press enter to continue

Incident Report Number of    total incidents

Incident Listing
I:
Box 3 3 11 70 D
Show Icount 10 5 2
Show ILoop 9 5 2
If (v36a_b=1) Show v36sav 14 4 70
If (v36a_b>1) Show "N/A" 14 4 70
If (v37a_b=1) Show v37sav 15 4 70
If (v37a_b>1) Show "N/A" 15 4 70
If (v39a_b=1) Show v39sav 16 4 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v38=1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v38>5) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v40a_b=1) Show v40sav 17 4 70
If (v40a_b>1) Show "N/A" 17 4 70
If (v41a_b=1) Show v41sav 18 4 70
If (v41a_b>1) Show "N/A" 18 4 70
If (v42a_b=1) Show v42sav 19 4 70
If (v42a_b>1) Show "N/A" 19 4 70
If (v43a_b=1) Show v43sav 20 4 70
If (v43a_b>1) Show "N/A" 20 4 70
If (v44a2=1) Show v44sav 21 4 70
If (v44a>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v44a2>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v45a2=1) Show v45sav 22 4 70
If (v45a2>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v45a>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v46f1=1) Show v46sav 23 4 70
If (v46a>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
If (v46f1>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
Key

VICTIMIZATION LOOP ‘C’ APPEARS HERE

Q: EndC
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
EndC

"Press enter to continue."

I:
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v42c+v43c+v44b+v45b+v46f)
IF (Icount = 3) skipto EndLoop
IF (Icount>3) ILoop=4
Key

Q: D1
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
(D1) Now I will be asking questions about the incidents you described. I'll begin with the fourth incident mentioned:

Read 4 Below

Press enter to continue

Incident Report Number of total incidents

Incident Listing
I:
Box 3 3 11 70 D
Show Icount 10 5 2
Show ILoop 9 5 2
If (v36a_b=1) Show v36sav 14 4 70
If (v36a_b>1) Show "N/A" 14 4 70
If (v37a_b=1) Show v37sav 15 4 70
If (v37a_b>1) Show "N/A" 15 4 70
If (v39a_b=1) Show v39sav 16 4 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v38=1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v38>5) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v40a_b=1) Show v40sav 17 4 70
If (v40a_b>1) Show "N/A" 17 4 70
If (v41a_b=1) Show v41sav 18 4 70
If (v41a_b>1) Show "N/A" 18 4 70
If (v42a_b=1) Show v42sav 19 4 70
If (v42a_b>1) Show "N/A" 19 4 70
If (v43a_b=1) Show v43sav 20 4 70
If (v43a_b>1) Show "N/A" 20 4 70
If (v44a2=1) Show v44sav 21 4 70
If (v44a2>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v45a2=1) Show v45sav 22 4 70
If (v45a2>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v46f1=1) Show v46sav 23 4 70
If (v46f1>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
IF (Icount = 4) skipto EndLoop
IF (Icount>4) ILoop=5
Key

VICTIMIZATION LOOP ‘D’ APPEARS HERE

Q: EndD
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
EndD

"Press enter to continue."

I:
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c+v43c+v44b+v45b+v46f)
IF (Icount = 4) skipto EndLoop
IF (Icount>4) ILoop=5
Key
Q: E1
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
(E1) Now I will be asking questions about the incidents you described. I'll begin with the fifth incident mentioned:

Read 5 Below

Press enter to continue

Incident Report Number of total incidents

Incident Listing
I:
Box 3 3 11 70 D
Show Icount 10 5 2
Show ILoop 9 5 2
If (v36a_b=1) Show v36sav 14 4 70
If (v36a_b>1) Show "N/A" 14 4 70
If (v36a_b=1) Show v37sav 154 70
If (v37a_b=1) Show "N/A" 154 70
If (v39a_b=1) Show v39sav 164 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 164 70
If (v38=1) Show "N/A" 164 70
If (v38>5) Show "N/A" 164 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 164 70
If (v40a_b=1) Show v40sav 174 70
If (v40a_b>1) Show "N/A" 174 70
If (v41a_b=1) Show v41sav 184 70
If (v41a_b>1) Show "N/A" 184 70
If (v42a_b=1) Show v42sav 194 70
If (v42a_b>1) Show "N/A" 194 70
If (v43a_b=1) Show v43sav 204 70
If (v43a_b>1) Show "N/A" 204 70
If (v44a_b=1) Show v44sav 214 70
If (v44a_b>1) Show "N/A" 214 70
If (v45a2=1) Show v45sav 224 70
If (v45a2=1) Show "N/A" 224 70
If (v46f1=1) Show v46sav 234 70
If (v46f1=1) Show "N/A" 234 70
If (v46f1=1) Show "N/A" 234 70
Key

VICTIMIZATION LOOP ‘E’ APPEARS HERE

Q: F1
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
(F1) Now I will be asking questions about the incidents you described. I'll begin with the sixth incident mentioned:

"Press enter to continue."

I:
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c+v43c+v44b+v45b+v46f)
If (Icount = 5) skipto EndLoop
If (Icount>5) ILoop=6
Key

Q: EndE
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
EndE

"Press enter to continue."

I:
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c+v43c+v44b+v45b+v46f)
If (Icount = 5) skipto EndLoop
If (Icount>5) ILoop=6
Key
Incident Listing
I:
Box 3 3 11 70 D
Show lcount 10 5 2
Show ILoop 9 5 2
If (v36a_b=1) Show v36sav 14 4 70
If (v36a_b>1) Show "N/A" 14 4 70
If (v37a_b=1) Show v37sav 15 4 70
If (v37a_b>1) Show "N/A" 15 4 70
If (v39a_b=1) Show v39sav 16 4 70
If (v38=1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v38>5) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v40a_b=1) Show v40sav 17 4 70
If (v40a_b>1) Show "N/A" 17 4 70
If (v41a_b=1) Show v41sav 18 4 70
If (v41a_b>1) Show "N/A" 18 4 70
If (v42a_b=1) Show v42sav 19 4 70
If (v42a_b>1) Show "N/A" 19 4 70
If (v43a_b=1) Show v43sav 20 4 70
If (v43a_b>1) Show "N/A" 20 4 70
If (v44a2=1) Show v44sav 21 4 70
If (v44a2>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v44a>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v44a>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v45a2=1) Show v45sav 22 4 70
If (v45a>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v45a>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v46f1=1) Show v46sav 23 4 70
If (v46a>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
If (v46a>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
Key

VICTIMIZATION LOOP ‘F’ APPEARS HERE

Q: EndF
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
EndF

"Press enter to continue."

I:
lcount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c+v43c+v44b+v45b+v46f)
If (lcount = 6) skipto EndLoop
If (lcount>6) ILoop=7
Key

Q: G1
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
(G1) Now I will be asking questions about the incidents you described. I'll begin with the seventh incident mentioned:

Read 7 Below

Press enter to continue
Incident Report Number of total incidents

Incident Listing
I:
Box 3 3 11 70 D
Show Icount 10 5 2
Show ILoop 9 5 2
If (v36a_b=1) Show v36sav 14 4 70
If (v36a_b>1) Show "N/A" 14 4 70
If (v37a_b=1) Show v37sav 15 4 70
If (v37a_b>1) Show "N/A" 15 4 70
If (v39a_b=1) Show v39sav 16 4 70
If (v38=1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v38>5) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v40a_b=1) Show v40sav 17 4 70
If (v40a_b>1) Show "N/A" 17 4 70
If (v41a_b=1) Show v41sav 18 4 70
If (v41a_b>1) Show "N/A" 18 4 70
If (v42a_b=1) Show v42sav 19 4 70
If (v42a_b>1) Show "N/A" 19 4 70
If (v43a_b=1) Show v43sav 20 4 70
If (v43a_b>1) Show "N/A" 20 4 70
If (v44a2=1) Show v44sav 21 4 70
If (v44a>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v44a2>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v45a2=1) Show v45sav 22 4 70
If (v45a=1) Show v45sav 22 4 70
If (v45a2>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v45a>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v46f1=1) Show v46sav 23 4 70
If (v46f1>1) Show v46sav 23 4 70
If (v46a>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
If (v46f1>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70

Key

**VICTIMIZATION LOOP ‘G’ APPEARS HERE**

Q: EndG
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
EndG

"Press enter to continue."

I:
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c+v43c+v44b+v45b+v46f)
IF (Icount = 7) skip to EndLoop
IF (Icount>7) ILoop=8
Key

Q: H1
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
(H1) Now I will be asking questions about the incidents you described. I’ll begin with the eighth incident mentioned:

Read 8 Below
Press enter to continue

Incident Report Number of total incidents

Incident Listing
I:
Show Icount 10 5 2
Show ILoop 9 5 2
If (v36a_b=1) Show v36sav 14 4 70
If (v36a_b>1) Show "N/A" 14 4 70
If (v37a_b=1) Show v37sav 15 4 70
If (v37a_b>1) Show "N/A" 15 4 70
If (v39a_b=1) Show v39sav 16 4 70
If (v38=1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v38>5) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v40a_b=1) Show v40sav 17 4 70
If (v40a_b>1) Show "N/A" 17 4 70
If (v41a_b=1) Show v41sav 18 4 70
If (v41a_b>1) Show "N/A" 18 4 70
If (v42a_b=1) Show v42sav 19 4 70
If (v42a_b>1) Show "N/A" 19 4 70
If (v43a_b=1) Show v43sav 20 4 70
If (v43a_b>1) Show "N/A" 20 4 70
If (v44a2=1) Show v44sav 21 4 70
If (v44a>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v44a2>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v45a2=1) Show v45sav 22 4 70
If (v45a>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v45a2>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v46f1=1) Show v46sav 23 4 70
If (v46a>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
If (v46f1>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
Key

VICTIMIZATION LOOP ‘H’ APPEARS HERE

Q: EndH
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
EndH

"Press enter to continue."

I:
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c+v43c+v44b+v45b+v46f)
If (Icount = 8) skipto EndLoop
If (Icount>8) ILoop=9
Key

Q: I1
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
(11) Now I will be asking questions about the incidents you described. I'll begin with the ninth incident mentioned:

Read 9 Below

Press enter to continue

Incident Report Number of total incidents

Incident Listing
I:
Box 3 3 11 70 D
Show Icount 10 5 2
Show ILoop 9 5 2
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If (v36a_b=1) Show v36sav 14 4 70
If (v36a_b>1) Show "N/A" 14 4 70
If (v37a_b=1) Show v37sav 15 4 70
If (v37a_b>1) Show "N/A" 15 4 70
If (v39a_b=1) Show v39sav 16 4 70
If (v38=1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v38>5) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v40a_b=1) Show v40sav 17 4 70
If (v40a_b>1) Show "N/A" 17 4 70
If (v41a_b=1) Show v41sav 18 4 70
If (v41a_b>1) Show "N/A" 18 4 70
If (v42a_b=1) Show v42sav 19 4 70
If (v42a_b>1) Show "N/A" 19 4 70
If (v43a_b=1) Show v43sav 20 4 70
If (v43a_b>1) Show "N/A" 20 4 70
If (v44a2=1) Show v44sav 21 4 70
If (v44a>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v44a2>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v45a2=1) Show v45sav 22 4 70
If (v45a>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v45a2>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v46f1=1) Show v46sav 23 4 70
If (v46>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
If (v46f1>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70

Key

VICTIMIZATION LOOP 'I' APPEARS HERE

Q: EndI
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
EndI

"Press enter to continue."

I:
Icount = (v36c+v37c+v39c+v40c+v41c+v42c+v43c+v44b+v45b+v46f)
IF (Icount = 9) skipto EndLoop
IF (Icount>9) ILoop=10
Key

Q: J1
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
(J1) Now I will be asking questions about the incidents you described. I'll begin with the tenth incident mentioned:

Read 10 Below

Press enter to continue

Incident Report Number of total incidents

Incident Listing
I:
Box 3 3 11 70 D
Show Icount 10 5 2
Show ILoop 9 5 2
If (v36a_b=1) Show v36sav 14 4 70
If (v36a_b>1) Show "N/A" 14 4 70
If (v37a_b=1) Show v37sav 15 4 70
If (v37a_b>1) Show "N/A" 15 4 70
If (v39a_b=1) Show v39sav 16 4 70
If (v38=1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v38>5) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v39a_b>1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v40a_b=1) Show v40sav 17 4 70
If (v40a_b>1) Show "N/A" 17 4 70
If (v41a_b=1) Show v41sav 18 4 70
If (v41a_b>1) Show "N/A" 18 4 70
If (v42a_b=1) Show v42sav 19 4 70
If (v42a_b>1) Show "N/A" 19 4 70
If (v43a_b=1) Show v43sav 20 4 70
If (v43a_b>1) Show "N/A" 20 4 70
If (v44a2=1) Show v44sav 21 4 70
If (v44a>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v44a2>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v45a2=1) Show v45sav 22 4 70
If (v45a>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v45a2>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v46f1=1) Show v46sav 23 4 70
If (v46>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
If (v46f1>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
If (v37_a_b>1) Show "N/A" 15 4 70
If (v39_a_b=1) Show v39sav 16 4 70
If (v38=1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v38>5) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v39_a_b=1) Show "N/A" 16 4 70
If (v40_a_b=1) Show v40sav 17 4 70
If (v40_a_b>1) Show "N/A" 17 4 70
If (v41_a_b=1) Show v41sav 18 4 70
If (v41_a_b>1) Show "N/A" 18 4 70
If (v42_a_b=1) Show v42sav 19 4 70
If (v42_a_b>1) Show "N/A" 19 4 70
If (v43_a_b=1) Show v43sav 20 4 70
If (v43_a_b>1) Show "N/A" 20 4 70
If (v44_a=1) Show v44sav 21 4 70
If (v44_a>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v44_a2=1) Show v44sav 21 4 70
If (v44_a2>1) Show "N/A" 21 4 70
If (v45_a=1) Show v45sav 22 4 70
If (v45_a>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v45_a2=1) Show v45sav 22 4 70
If (v45_a2>1) Show "N/A" 22 4 70
If (v46_f1=1) Show v46sav 23 4 70
If (v46_f1>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70
If (v46_f1>1) Show "N/A" 23 4 70

Key

**VICTIMIZATION LOOP ‘J’ APPEARS HERE**

**Q: EndJ**
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
EndJ

"Press enter to continue."

I:
Key

**Q: EndLoop**
T: 1 8 1 F:"Arial" 8
EndLoop

"Press enter to continue."

I:
Key

**Q: CP0**
T: 1 4 1 F::"Arial" 8
CP0

"Can you tell me what the street intersection is that is nearest to your residence? (We don't need your address or street, just the nearest intersection)"

Just put 'Street & Street' include Ave., St., Blvd., etc.
Example: Dimond Blvd. & C St.

1 Yes (specify)
2 Don't know name of nearest intersection
3 No/Refused

I:
"To the best of your knowledge, have any serious crimes occurred in your neighborhood in the past 12 months, that is since ?"

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not aware of any crime occurring in current neighborhood
4. Refused

I:
Loc 8 4 1 n
If (sysmonth=1) show "January," 5 6 8
If (sysmonth=2) show "February," 5 6 8
If (sysmonth=3) show "March," 5 6 8
If (sysmonth=4) show "April," 5 6 8
If (sysmonth=5) show "May," 5 6 8
If (sysmonth=6) show "June," 5 6 8
If (sysmonth=7) show "July," 5 6 8
If (sysmonth=8) show "August," 5 6 8
If (sysmonth=9) show "September," 5 6 8
If (sysmonth=10) show "October," 5 6 8
If (sysmonth=11) show "November," 5 6 8
If (sysmonth=12) show "December," 5 6 8
Show cury 5 18 4
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
if (ans=1) skipto CP1b
if (ans>1) skipto CP2

"Which of the following types of serious crimes do you know to have occurred in your neighborhood in the past 12 months..."

Read Choices
Mark all that apply
1. People openly selling drugs
2. People using drugs
3. Auto theft
4. Theft of personal property
5. Breaking and entering to steal personal property
6. Violent physical attacks
7. Crimes committed with guns
8. Sexual assault/rape
9. Murder
10. (Don't know)
11. (Refused)

I:
Box 7 4 10 70 D
Loc 12 11 1 n
Sel 11 1 9 0 on enter
Q: CP1c
T: 1 1 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP1c

"How did you find out about this/these crimes? Any other way?"

Mark all that apply

1  Respondent or someone they knew was victimized
2  Witnessed criminal acts in neighborhood
3  Learned about crime through conversations with neighbors, neighborhood association/civic org. newsletters, and/or community meetings
4  Got info directly from local police through community meetings, newsletters, pamphlets, crime bulletins, and/or police websites.
5  Received information through the media, such as newspapers, television, and radio
6  Received information through a public kiosk/terminal or by visiting a police substation?
7  Other (specify)
8  Don't know
9  Refused

I:
Box 4 1 6 70 D
Loc 7 9 2 n
Other 7 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 9 1 7 0 on enter

Q: CP2
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP2

"Overall, do you think you are well informed of crime which occurs in your neighborhood?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP3a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP3a

"Now I'd like to ask you questions about your fear of crime and quality of life in both your neighborhood and your city...

How satisfied are you with the quality of life in your neighborhood? Are you very satisfied, satisfied, dissatisfied, or very dissatisfied?"

1  Very satisfied
2  Satisfied
3  Dissatisfied
4  Very dissatisfied
5  Don't know
6  Refused

I:
Loc 11 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter
Q: CP3b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP3b

"How satisfied are you with the quality of life in your city? Are you very satisfied, satisfied, dissatisfied, or very dissatisfied?"

1 Very satisfied
2 Satisfied
3 Dissatisfied
4 Very dissatisfied
5 Don't know
6 Refused

I:
Loc 8 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP4a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP4a

"How fearful are you about crime in your neighborhood? Are you very fearful, somewhat fearful, not very fearful, or not at all fearful?"

1 Very fearful
2 Somewhat fearful
3 Not very fearful
4 Not at all fearful
5 Don't know
6 Refused

I:
Loc 8 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter
if (ans<3) skipto CP4b
if (ans>2) skipto CP5a

Q: CP4b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP4b

"Over the last 12 months, have your fears increased, decreased, or stayed the same?"

1 Increased
2 Decreased
3 Stayed the same
4 Don't know
5 Refused

I:
Loc 6 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP5a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP5a

"How fearful are you about crime in your city? Are you very fearful, somewhat fearful, not very fearful, or not at all fearful?"

1 Very fearful
2 Somewhat fearful
3 Not very fearful
4 Not at all fearful
5 Don't know
6 Refused

I:
Loc 7 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter
if (ans <3) skipto CP5b
if (ans >2) skipto CP6a1

Q: CP5b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP5b

"Over the last 12 months, have your fears increased, decreased, or stayed the same?"

1 Increased
2 Decreased
3 Stayed the same
4 Don't know
5 Refused

I:
Loc 6 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP6a1
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP6a1

"Now I am going to ask you a few questions that are more NEIGHBORHOOD specific... Do any of the following conditions or activities exist in your neighborhood...?"

"Abandoned cars and/or buildings?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I:
Loc 9 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP6a2
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP6a2

"Rundown and/or neglected buildings?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP6a3
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP6a3
"Poor lighting?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I: Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP6a4
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP6a4

"Overgrown shrubs and/or trees?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I: Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP6a5
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP6a5

"Trash?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I: Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP6a6
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP6a6

"Empty lots?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I: Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP6a7
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP6a7

"Illegal public drinking and/or public drug use?"

1 Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP6a8
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP6a8
"Public drug sales?"
1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP6a9
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP6a9
"Vandalism or graffiti?"
1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP6a10
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP6a10
"Prostitution?"
1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP6a11
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP6a11
"Panhandling or begging?"
1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

**Q: CP6a12**
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
CP6a12

"Loitering or hanging out?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

**Q: CP6a13**
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
CP6a13

"Truancy or youth skipping school?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

**Q: CP6a14**
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
CP6a14

"Transients/homeless sleeping on streets or benches?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refuse

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

I f
((CP6a1>1)&(CP6a2>1)&(CP6a3>1)&(CP6a4>1)&(CP6a5>1)&(CP6a6>1)&(CP6a7>1)&(CP6a8>1)&(CP6a8>1)&(CP6a10>1)&(CP6a11>1)&(CP6a12>1)&(CP6a13>1)&(CP6a14>1)) skipto CP7a

**Q: CP6b**
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
CP6b

"Do any of the condition(s) you just mentioned make you feel less safe in your neighborhood?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
Q: CP6c
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
CP6c
"Which one of the conditions just mentioned affects your feeling of safety the most?"

If only 1 answer displayed in 1 through 14, mark without asking.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15 Don't know
16 Refuse

I:
Box 4 6 6 70 D
Loc 7 16 1 n
If (CP6a1<>1) show "--" 7 11 2
If (CP6a2<>1) show "--" 8 11 2
If (CP6a3<>1) show "--" 9 11 2
If (CP6a4<>1) show "--" 10 11 2
If (CP6a5<>1) show "--" 11 11 2
If (CP6a6<>1) show "--" 12 11 2
If (CP6a7<>1) show "--" 13 11 2
If (CP6a8<>1) show "--" 14 11 2
If (CP6a9<>1) show "--" 15 11 2
If (CP6a10<>1) show "--" 16 11 2
If (CP6a11<>1) show "--" 17 11 2
If (CP6a12<>1) show "--" 18 11 2
If (CP6a13<>1) show "--" 19 11 2
If (CP6a14<>1) show "--" 20 11 2
If (CP6a1=1) show "Abandoned cars and/or buildings" 7 11 60
If (CP6a2=1) show "Rundown/neglected buildings" 8 11 60
If (CP6a3=1) show "Poor lighting" 9 11 60
If (CP6a4=1) show "Overgrown shrubs and trees" 10 11 60
If (CP6a5=1) show "Trash" 11 11 60
If (CP6a6=1) show "Empty lots" 12 11 60
If (CP6a7=1) show "Illegal public drinking or public drug use" 13 11 60
If (CP6a8=1) show "Public drug sales" 14 11 60
If (CP6a9=1) show "Vandalism or graffiti" 15 11 60
If (CP6a10=1) show "Prostitution" 16 11 60
If (CP6a11=1) show "Panhandling and begging" 17 11 60
If (CP6a12=1) show "Loitering or hanging out" 18 11 60
If (CP6a13=1) show "Truancy and youth skipping school" 19 11 60
If (CP6a14=1) show "Transients/homeless sleeping on streets or benches" 20 11 60
Sel 16 1 1 0 on enter
Q: CP7a
T: 1 3 1 F: :"Arial" 8
CP7a

"Here are some things people DO to protect themselves or their property from crime that takes place AT HOME. In the past 12 months, have you done any of these things to protect yourself from crime in the home, in a direct response to you or your family's fear of crime."

"You go to neighborhood watch meetings."

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 11 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP7b
T: 1 3 1 F: :"Arial" 8
CP7b

"You and your neighbors agreed to watch out for each other's safety."

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP7c
T: 1 3 1 F: :"Arial" 8
CP7c

"You've installed a security system for your home."

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP7d
T: 1 3 1 F: :"Arial" 8
CP7d

"You've asked the police department to do a home security check."

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
**Q: CP7e**
T: 1 3 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP7e
"You have guard dogs at home."

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

**Q: CP7f**
T: 1 3 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP7f
"You've engraved security identification numbers on all your belongings."

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

**Q: CP7g**
T: 1 3 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP7g
"You've installed extra locks on windows and/or doors."

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

**Q: CP7h**
T: 1 3 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP7h
"You keep weapons inside the home."

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

**Q: CP7i**
T: 1 3 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP7i
"You've added outside and/or automatic lighting (e.g., timers)."

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

_Q: CP7j_
T: 1 3 1 F: ":Arial" 8
CP7j

"Any other precautions not already mentioned?"

1  Yes (specify)
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refuse
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Oth 1 7 2 0 2 4 7 0 Mixed
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

_Q: CP8a_
T: 1 4 1 F: ":Arial" 8
CP8a

"The next few questions pertain to ALL areas of your city. Are you afraid of becoming a victim of STREET crime?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused
I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
if (ans >1) skipto CP9a

_Q: CP8b_
T: 1 4 1 F: ":Arial" 8
CP8b

"Which one of the following types of street crime are you MOST afraid of?"

Read choices

1  Robbery, someone stealing from you
2  Physical assault that does not involve a gun (non-domestic violence)
3  Assault with a gun, someone hurting you with a deadly weapon
4  Sexual assault/rape
5  Murder
6  (Don't know)
7  (Refused)
I:
Box 5 4 7 7 0 D
Loc 8 7 1 n
Sel 7 1 1 0 on enter
Q: CP8c
T: 1 2 1 F: :"Arial" 8
CP8c

"Here are some things people do to avoid becoming a victim of crime that takes place outside the home. In the past 12 months, have you done any of these things...?"

Read choices
Mark all that apply

1. Carry a self-defense warning device such as a whistle or alarm
2. Carry a self-defense weapon (includes knife/gun/club/mace/stun-gun)
3. No longer take certain routes/go into certain areas in your neighborhood
4. Avoid going out at night
5. Avoid going out alone
6. Took a self-defense class
7. Attend community meetings in your neighborhood
8. Made an effort to get to know the police in your neighborhood
9. Plan to relocate to outside of your neighborhood
10. Taken other preventative measures that I haven't described (specify)
11. (Have not done any of these things- select if 1-11='no')
12. (Don't know)
13. (Refused)

I:
Box 6 3 9 70 D
Loc 11 13 1 n
Other 10 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 13 1 10 0 on enter

Q: CP9a
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
CP9a

"Now, I am going to ask about LOCAL police... In the past 12 months, have you been in contact with the local police for any reason?"

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
4. Refused

I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
if (ans >1) skipto CP10

Q: CP9b
T: 1 2 1 F: :"Arial" 8
CP9b

"How would you best describe your contact with the police?"

1. Casual conversation with a police officer
2. Officer responding to respondent's call for service
3. Gave information to police about a crime or incident (e.g., crime tip)
4. Reported a crime to the police
5. Participated in a survey given by the police department
6. Asked the police for information or advice
7. Participated in a community activity involving the police (ie social event)
8. Traffic violations/traffic accident
9. Working with police to address specific problems
10. Other (specify)
Don't know
12 Refused
I:
Loc 6 12 1 n
Other 10 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 12 1 0 on enter

Q: CP10
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP10

"In the past 12 months, have you observed any increases or decreases in police officer presence in your neighborhood or did the number stay the same?"

1 Increase
2 Decrease
3 No change
4 Never see police in my neighborhood
5 Don't know
6 Refused
I:
Loc 7 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 0 on enter
if (ans=4) skipto CP12a

Q: CP11
T: 1 3 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP11

"In the past 12 months, which of the following activities have you seen police doing...?"

Read choices
Mark all that apply

1 Talking with residents in the neighborhood
2 Talking with business owners in the neighborhood
3 Attending community meetings
4 Facilitating crime watch and prevention activities such as nights out
5 Police involved with kids through recreational or school activities
6 Police opening police substations or information centers
7 Any other activities that you've noticed police involved in? (specify)
8 Have not seen police doing any of the above
9 Don't know
10 Refused
I:
Box 5 3 8 70 D
Loc 9 10 1 n
Other 7 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 10 1 0 on enter

Q: CP12a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP12a

"In the past 12 months, have you heard about any community meetings concerning crime taking place in your neighborhood?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
In the past 12 months, have you attended any of these community meetings?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
4. Refused

What are your reasons for not attending any meetings?

Don't probe
Mark all that apply

1. Aware of meetings, but do not know location and/or dates/times
2. Unable to obtain transportation
3. Unable to obtain child care
4. Meetings held in unsafe/scary part of town
5. Attendance would not help crime problem
6. Meeting place is too far
7. Meeting times take place during work hours
8. Don't have the time to attend
9. Not especially concerned about crime in my neighborhood
10. Other (specify)
11. Don't know
12. Refused

In general, how satisfied are you with the police who serve your neighborhood? Are you very satisfied, satisfied, dissatisfied, or very dissatisfied?

1. Very satisfied
2. Satisfied
3. Dissatisfied
4. Very dissatisfied
5. Don't know (no opinion; not aware of police services)
6. Refused
I:
Loc 7 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP14
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP14

"Does the police department servicing your neighborhood have a phone number for you to call for non-emergencies, other than 911?"

1. Yes (includes respondents who may not remember the number)
2. No
3. Don't know/can't remember
4. Refused
I:
Loc 7 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP15
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP15

"How much work are police doing with the residents of your neighborhood to PREVENT crime and safety problems?"

Read choices
1. A lot
2. Some
3. Very little
4. Nothing at all
5. (Don't know)
6. (Refused)
I:
Box 5 4 7 70 D
Loc 8 6 1 n
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP16a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP16a

"Are you familiar with the term 'community policing'?"

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
4. Refused
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: CP16b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP16b
"Community policing involves police officers working with the community to address the causes of crime in an effort to reduce the problems themselves and the associated fear, through a wide range of activities. Based on the definition, do you think the police in your neighborhood practice community policing?"

1  Yes
2  Somewhat
3  No
4  Don't know
5  Refused

I:
Loc 9 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
if (ans<3) skipto CP17a
if (ans>2) skipto CP16c

Q: CP16c
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP16c
"Do you wish the police in your neighborhood practiced community policing?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
if (ans>1) skipto V2

Q: CP16d
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP16d  "What type of things do you wish the police were doing in your neighborhood?" Do not probe - Mark all that apply

1  Working with the community to prevent crime
2  Increasing the number of officers patrolling the streets
3  Assigning the same officers to my neighborhood day in and day out
4  Removing the trash, abandoned cars, destroying abandoned buildings or helping to evict bad tenants
5  Cleaning up the streets
6  Working with the children in the area/give them a safe place to play
7  Doing home security checks/surveys
8  Do not want them to do anything/they are doing what I want them to do
9  Other (specify)
10 Don't know
11 Refused

I:
Loc 4 1 2 n
Other 9 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 11 1 9 0 on enter
skipto V2

Q: CP17a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP17a
"How do you know?"

Mark all that apply
1 Saw police doing community policing activities
2 Saw in newspaper, on TV, or heard on the radio that police were doing community policing
3 Other (specify)
4 Don't know
5 Refused

I:
Box 5 3 7 70 D
Loc 9 5 2 n
Other 3 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 5 1 3 0 on enter
If (CP17a=1) skip to CP17b
Skip to V2

Q: CP17b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CP17b

"You said you saw the police doing community policing activities. Please specify what types of activities you saw the police participating in."

Do not read
Mark all that apply

1 Increasing traffic stops
2 Increasing their presence in high crime/'bad' areas
3 Increasing patrol by vehicle/foot/bike patrol
4 Working w/ community/business owners to address specific problems
5 Attending community meetings
6 Conducting crime prevention or community policing workshops
7 Conducting community/business surveys about neighborhood problems
8 Running youth programs like DARE, GREAT, PAL
9 Other (specify)
10 Don't know
11 Refused

I:
Box 6 4 9 70 D
Loc 10 11 1 n
Other 9 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 11 1 9 0 on enter

Q: V2
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V2

"Are your living quarters owned (or being bought) by you or someone else in your household, or are your quarters rented for cash, or occupied without any cash rent?"

1 Owned (or being bought)
2 Rented for cash
3 No cash rent
4 Don't know
5 Refused

I:
Loc 7 5 1 n
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
IF (ANS=1) SKIPTO V8

Q: V5
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V5
This question may not be necessary.

"Are your living quarters presently being used as student housing by a college or university?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Loc 9 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V6
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V6

"Is the building owned by a public housing authority?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V8
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V8

"What kind of housing is this?"

Read answer choices until respondent answers 'yes'

HU = Housing Unit

1  House/apartment/flat
2  HU in non-transient hotel, motel, etc.
3  HU permanent in transient hotel, motel, etc.
4  HU in rooming house
5  Mobile home or trailer with no permanent room(s) added
6  Mobile home or trailer with one or more permanent rooms
7  HU not specified above (specify)
8  Don't know
9  Refused

I:
Box 5 7 8 70 D
Loc 10 9 1 n
Other 7 12 10 14 70 Mixed
Sel 9 1 1 0 off enter

Q: V9
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V9

"How many housing units are in this building?"

1  One
2  Two
3  Three
Q: V10
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V10

"Does the unit have an outside entrance, patio, doors, windows, etc. on the ground floor - or outside stairs leading directly to this unit?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused

Q: V11
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V11

"Which category represents the TOTAL combined income of all members of this HOUSEHOLD during the past 12 months?

This includes money from jobs, net income from business, farm or rent, pensions, dividends, interest, Social Security payments, and any other money or income received by members of this HOUSEHOLD who are 14 years of age or older."

Read choices

1 Less than $10,000
2 $10,000 - 19,999
3 $20,000 - 29,999
4 $30,000 - 39,999
5 $40,000 - 49,999
6 $50,000 - 59,999
7 $60,000 - 69,999
8 $70,000 or more
9 Don't know
10 Refused

Q: V21
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V21

"What was your age at your last birthday?"
Enter 777 if Don't know
Enter 999 if Refuse
T: 14 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter here ->
I:
Box 4 3 7 7 0 D
NUM 18 999 4 0 14 24

Q: V22
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V22

"What is your current marital status?"

Read choices

1  Married
2  Widowed
3  Divorced
4  Separated
5  Never married
6  Don't know
7  Refused

I:
Box 5 4 7 7 0 D
Loc 9 7 1 n
Sel 7 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V23
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V23

"What is your gender?"

1  Male
2  Female
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V24
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V24

"Are you currently a member of the Armed Forces?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V25
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V25

-139-
"What is the highest educational degree you have?"

1. High school or GED
2. Vocational or trade school
3. Some college or two-year associate degree (inc. nursing/teaching cert)
4. Four year college degree
5. Master's degree
6. Doctorate/law degree/medical degree
7. No degree
8. Don't know
9. Refused

I:
Loc 5 9 1 n
Sel 9 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans<>7) skipto V26

Q: V25a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V25a

"What is the last grade or year that you completed in school?"
Enter 0= no schooling; 1-12= first-twelfth grades
Enter 77 if Don't know
Enter 99 if Refuse
T: 11 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Enter Here ->
I:
Box 4 4 8 70 D
Num 0 99 3 0 11 22

Q: V26
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V26

"Are you currently attending or enrolled in a regular school such as elementary or high school or either full-time or part-time in a college or university, trade, or vocational school?"
If YES ask: "what type of school are you enrolled in?"
If No, mark Box 5

1. Regular school (High, middle, elementary schools)
2. College/university
3. Trade school
4. Vocational school
5. None of the above schools
6. Don't know
7. Refused
I:
Box 7 4 10 70 D
Loc 11 7 1 n
Sel 7 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V27
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V27

"What is your race?"
Q: V27a
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V27a

Multiracial
Mark all that apply

1  White
2  Black
3  American Indian/Aleut/Eskimo
4  Asian, Pacific Islander
5  Other
6  Multi-racial
7  Don't know
8  Refused
I:
Loc 5 8 1 n
Sel 8 1 1 0 on enter
IF (ans<>6) skip to V28

Q: V28
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V28

"Are you of Hispanic or Spanish origin?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: v29
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V29

"Press enter to continue."
I:
v29date=sysdate
key

Q: V33
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V33a
"Have you lived at your current address for less than a year or for more than a year?"

1  Less than a year  
2  One year or more  
3  Don't know  
4  Refused  
I: Loc 6 4 1 n  
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter  
IF (answer=1) skipto v33a_1  
IF (answer=2) skipto v33a_2  
IF (answer=3) skipto v33b  
IF (answer=4) skipto v33b  

Q: V33a_1  
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8  
V33a_1  
"How many months have you lived at your current residence?"

Enter 777 if Don't know  
Enter 999 if Refused  
If less than 1 month, enter 0  
T: 15 4 1 F: "Arial" 8  
Enter here ->  
I:  
Box 5 4 9 70 D  
NUM 0 999 4 0 15 24  
skipto V33b  

Q: V33a_2  
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8  
V33a_2  
"How many years have you lived at this address?"

Enter 777 if Don't know  
Enter 999 if Refused  
T: 14 4 1 F: "Arial" 8  
Enter here ->  
I:  
Box 5 4 8 70 D  
NUM 0 999 4 0 14 24  
if (answer = 777) skipto v33b  
if (answer = 999) skipto v33b  
if (answer > 4) skipto v34  

Q: V33b  
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8  
V33b  
"Altogether, how many times have you moved in the last 5 years, that is, since ?"  

Enter 777 if Don't know  
Enter 999 if Refused  
T: 14 4 1 F: "Arial" 8  
Enter here ->  
I:
Box 7 4 10 70 D
If (sysmonth=1) show "January," 5 5 10
If (sysmonth=2) show "February," 5 5 10
If (sysmonth=3) show "March," 5 5 10
If (sysmonth=4) show "April," 5 5 10
If (sysmonth=5) show "May," 5 5 10
If (sysmonth=6) show "June," 5 5 10
If (sysmonth=7) show "July," 5 5 10
If (sysmonth=8) show "August," 5 5 10
If (sysmonth=9) show "September," 5 5 10
If (sysmonth=10) show "October," 5 5 10
If (sysmonth=11) show "November," 5 5 10
If (sysmonth=12) show "December," 5 5 10
fiveyr=(sysyear-5)
Show fiveyr 5 25 4
NUM 1 999 4 0 14 24

Q: V34
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V34
"Does anyone in this household operate a business from this address?"

   1 Yes
   2 No
   3 Don't know
   4 Refused
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
if (answer >1) skipto v47a

Q: V35
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V35
"Is there a sign on the premises, or some other indication to the general public, that a business is operated from this address?"

   1 Yes
   2 No
   3 Don't know
   4 Refused
I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V47a
T: 1 4 1 F:"Arial" 8
V47a
ASK or VERIFY
"Did you have a job or work at a business LAST WEEK?" (Do not include volunteer work or work around the house)

   1 Yes
   2 No
   3 Don't know
   4 Refused
Q: V47b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V47b

ASK or VERIFY

"Did you have a job or work at a business DURING THE LAST 6 MONTHS?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

Q: V47c
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V47c

"Did that (job/work) last 2 consecutive weeks or more?"

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know
4  Refused

Q: V48a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V48a

ASK or VERIFY

"Which of the following best describes your job? Were you employed in the...."

Read choices until you get a 'yes'

1  Medical profession
2  Mental health services field
3  Teaching profession
4  Law enforcement or security field
5  Retail sales
6  Transportation field
7  Or, something else (specify)
8  (Don't know)
9 (Refused)
I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Box 9 4 11 70 D
Loc 13 9 1 n
Other 7 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 9 1 1 0 on enter
if (ans=1) skipto V48a1
if (ans=2) skipto V48a2
if (ans=3) skipto V48a3
if (ans=4) skipto V48a4
if (ans=5) skipto V48a5
if (ans=6) skipto V48a6
skipto V48b

Q: V48a1
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V48a1
Ask or Verify
"As a...?"
Read choices until you get a 'yes'

1  Physician
2  Nurse
3  Technician
4  Other (specify)
5  (Don't know)
6  (Refused)
I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Box 8 4 10 70 D
Loc 12 6 1 n
Other 4 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter
skipto V48b

Q: V48a2
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V48a2
Ask or Verify
"As a...?"
Read choices until you get a 'yes'

1  Professional (social worker/psychiatrist)
2  Custodial care
3  Other (specify)
4  (Don't know)
5  (Refused)
I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Box 8 4 10 70 D
Loc 12 5 1 n
Other 3 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter
skipto V48b
Q: V48a3
Ask or Verify
"In a...?"
Read choices until you get a 'yes'
1 Preschool
2 Elementary
3 Junior high or middle school
4 High school
5 College or university
6 Technical or industrial school
7 Special education facility
8 Other (specify)
9 (Don't know)
10 (Refused)
I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Box 8 4 10 70 D
Loc 12 10 1 n
Other 8 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 10 1 1 0 on enter
skipto V48b

Q: V48a4
Ask or Verify
"As a...?"
Read choices until you get a 'yes'
1 Law enforcement officer
2 Prison or jail guard
3 Security guard
4 Other (specify)
5 (Don't know)
6 (Refused)
I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Box 8 4 10 70 D
Loc 12 6 1 n
Other 4 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter
skipto V48b

Q: V48a5
Ask or Verify
"As a...?"
Read categories until you get a 'yes'
1 Convenience or liquor store clerk
2 Gas station attendant
3 Bartender
4 Other (specify)
5 (Don't know)
6 (Refused)
I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Box 8 4 10 70 D
Loc 12 6 1 n
Other 4 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter
skipto V48b

Q: V48a6
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
V48a6
Ask or Verify
"As a...?"
Read categories until you get a 'yes'

1 Bus driver
2 Taxi cab driver
3 Other (specify)
4 (Don't know)
5 (Refused)
I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Box 8 4 10 70 D
Loc 12 5 1 n
Other 3 7 14 24 70 Mixed
Sel 5 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V48b
T: 1 4 1 F: :"Arial" 8
V48b
ASK or VERIFY
"Is your job with..."
Read choices until you get a 'yes'

1 A private company, business, or individual for wages?
2 The Federal government?
3 A state, county, or local government?
4 Yourself (self-employed) in your own business, professional practice, or farm?
5 (Don't know)
6 (Refused)
I:
Box 2 4 4 70 D
Box 8 4 10 70 D
Loc 12 6 2 n
Sel 6 1 1 0 on enter
if ((V48a=3)&(V48a3=5)) skipto V48d

Q: V48c
"Are you employed by a college or university?"

1  Yes  
2  No  
3  Don't know  
4  Refused

Q: V48c
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V48c

"While working at your job, do you work mostly in..."

Read choices until you get a 'yes'

1  A city?  
2  Suburban area?  
3  Rural area?  
4  Combination of any of these?  
5  (Don't know)  
6  (Refused)

I:
Loc 5 4 1 n  
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V48d
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V48d

"We're interested in finding out if people we talk to do anything in particular to keep thieves or intruders out of their homes.

Does your household have any special DEVICES such as dead bolt locks, electric timers for lights, or an alarm system? Do not include animals."

1  Yes  
2  No  
3  Don't know  
4  Refused

I:
Loc 12 4 1 n  
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: V50a
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V50a

"Is there an organized neighborhood watch or citizens' protection group for your area?"

1  Yes  
2  No  
3  Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 6 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter
If (ans >1) skip to Vend

Q: V50b
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
V50b

"Do you, or does anyone in your household, take part?"

1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know
4 Refused
I:
Loc 5 4 1 n
Sel 4 1 1 0 on enter

Q: Vend
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
Vend

"Press enter to continue."
I:
Key

Q: CPEnd
T: 1 4 1 F: "Arial" 8
CPEnd

"That's the end of the survey. We appreciate the time you have taken to participate."

"Press enter to continue."
I:
Key
Dispos = 1
CPL